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k c o r d i n g  to Ernst Kurtli ( 1  886- i 946). musical form is not a jiseti S ~ C I I C ' .  but3 

&i~rniic procers. Psychic energies. which exist beyond our perception. iiimifest 

theniselves to us only when they die at wliich point we perceiw theni as musical 

plieiiaiiieiia. Tliese energies shape music by creating varying amouiits of tension iii ii Iini 

i b t h  ça11s dynarnic waves. These waves esist on several differmt Iwels in misic. and 

ti)siii il Iiicrtirchical dyiiainic structure. 

111 tliis paper 1 test the practical application of Kurtii's tlieor! by analyziiig ssi.sr;il 

asprcis of Bruckner's Sistli Synipliony in .4 major. 1 b q i n  i t i r l i  3 c.on\xxxional ti>rii;al 

;iii;il! sis oftlit: s!riipliony. restrictiq tlie siudy only to tliosr riio\~eiiiciits iwitteii i i i  wii.!i;i 

iiwii: tlicw Lire 1. I I .  and IV. Tlim 1 fociis on four idios~ncratic 1Cmirc.s aiid sc.1 ci.:iI 

c.sic.iidsd passages selecred from tlie three rnovemeiits and anrilyzc. rliostt srctioiis 

:iiiiiidiiig tn Kurth's concepts aiid tern~iiiology. 

I coiiclude that Kurthiaii analysis offers insiglii into the fiinçrioiis of'niusicd 

r.1 m s  niid tlieir relations to the work as a wliole that conventionnl tbriiial aiid! sis Joc.5 

iioi. x i d  sugpest several possible contemporary applications. 

Kc! \lords: Anton Bnickner. Ernst Kunli. Sonata Design. bliisic Tlirory. Roiiiniitic 

\l~isic. Vieniia. Dynarnicisni. Form. Nineteenth Century. Analysis 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

kcord ing  to Ernst Kunh's ( 1  886-1 946) theory of music. form is not a tissd siare. 

but a d!.naniic process. In this paper 1 discuss from this dynarnic perspective 111~ 

ciifferences among the first. second. and fourth movernents. eacli in soiiata t'irriii. of- Anton 

Bruckner's Sisth Sympliony in A-major. 

In tliis chapter 1 present a background of Bruckner's syniphon),. and 01- Kurili aiid 

Iiis tlicorirs. .i\lthougli Kurrh incorporated borli rnslody and Iiarniciii? iiiio Iiis d! iiaiiiic 

theor!. I tocussd priniririly on the tliematic component of soiiata dssigii. and tlicrtllbrc iii! 

disciissioii oi' Kiinli's tlirop is largely restricted to his treatinrni of nielod! . C'1iriptc.r 2 

esaiilines sonata-design in the three movements in order to familiarize tlic t-crtdcr iiii ilic 

iiintei-ici1 i n  tliis sympliony. A stiidy of the three movements froni a ï(iwctn~ic pc.rspecii\e 

~dlo\vs. \vlirre 1 esamine certain aspects of the work in detail. Cliaprer 4 is a disciissioii 

~l'iii!. ohsenpatioiis and conclusions about what Kurih's tlieory can otfçr ilie iiiudr.rii 

iiiiisic tlisorist. 

Anton Bruckner 

Aiitun Bruckner ( 1 824- 1 896) was one of the great syniplionists of tlis lare 

Roiiiant ic period. ' Maiiy of his nine symphonies were ili-received. l iowver.  aiid lie rarel!. 

'For raders ititerested in more biographical detail about Bnickner. 1 suges t  the ~b l l o~ i  iiig 
soiircss: Erwin Doemberg. The Life and Sj~ntphonies of . lnmi L(,-uckmi- ( Loiidoii: Uarriç & 
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hsard complete performances of tliem during his lifetime. Bruckner found it difficult to 

establish a career in Vienna in the second half o f  the nineteenth century. His work 

embodied aspects of both ends of the Wagner-Brahms continuum.' Thus. because of his 

traditional background Bmc kner adhered to classical forms. such as sonata form. in his 

compositions. but because of his more "modem" inclinations the forms were greatly 

espanded and modified. 

The Sisth Sympiiony 

Tliree of the most recent published analyses of the Sixth Symphony revealed that 

Bruckner employed sonata form in three of th<: four movements: tlir first. the Adagio. and 

the Finale.' 1 have corroborated this feature rhrough my own examination of tliesr 

iiio\.rmrnts. My analysis below will illumiiiatc Bruckner's Ireniment of tliis formal 

Rockcliff. 1960); Philip Coad. '-Bruckner." in .4 Guide tu the S'wzphoy*. ed. Robert Lnytoii 
(Kw York: Oxford University Press, 1995),I55- 1 72; Chord and Discord (New York. 1932- 
4 1. 1917-) [the journal of the Bruckner Society of America]. 

'Bruckner had been classically trained in counterpoint b- Simon Sechter in the 1S50's. 
.AAer Iiis correspondance witli Sechter ended, Bruckner began studying forin and 
instrumentation with Otto Kitzler (1 834- 19 15). These Iessons took place from 1 86 1 - 1 863 
and tlirough him Bruckner became a great admirer of the work of Richard Wagner. and thus 
began absorbing some more contemporary ideals. So. despite his conservative background. 
\vliicli would have placed him doser to Braluns in style, Bruckner's work displayed radical 
influence as well: modulations to seerningly unrelated key areas. massive orchestrations 
requiring expanded ensembles. and the expansion of classical forms. While the Sisth 
S~mphony does exhibit an expansion of form, Bruckner used a standard. late nineteenth- 
century orchestration. 

'Erwin Doernberg, The Lfe and Symphonies of Anton Bruckner (London: Barrie & 
Rockcliff. 1968); Paul-Gilbert Langevin, ed.. Anron .8ruckner, Apogie de la Symphonie 
(Lausanne: L'Age D'homme. 1977); Robert Simpson, The Essense of Bn<cktw 
(Philadelphia: Chilton Book Co.. 1967). 



design in the three different circumstances. 

Due to their length, Bruckner's symphonies are ofien intimidating (to 

instrumentalists, Iisteners. and analysts aiike!) and published formal analyses of these 

works are few and far between. Stephen Parkany remarks in his anicle "Kunh's Bruckner 

and the Adagio of the Seventh Symphony": "[tlhe publication of an!. substantial Bruckner 

analysis is still a rare and welcome event.'" Those that esist are ilo more recent than the 

1970s. and where sonata design is discussed al1 rely on conventional thrmatic. key and 

cadence analysis for cornparison. Identifjing cadence-types, motives. aiid thematic 

groups is a useful exercise if the goal is to discover the forma1 structiirs of a work. Such 

an esercise shows formal landmarks: sectional divisions. phrase structure. thematic unit?.. 

From such an analysis one can ascertain hoit* a work is laid out. but nor w / y  it unfolds in 

this way. 1 believe that for niy purposes an altemate system of analysis is n e c e s s q .  one 

ihat can rsplain more profoundlp the differences anlong the three sonata design 

movements in Bruckner's Sisth Symphony. 

In this study 1 employ the theories of Ernst Kurth to analyze Bruckner's sonata 

designs in the Sixth Symphony. Kunh was a contemporary of Bruckner who \vas not only 

familiar with his work but in fact used his own systern to examine eacli of Bruckner's 

nine numbered  symphonie^.^ In dealing with Bruckner's work. one must be aware of the 

"Stephen Parkany, "Kurth's Bruckner and the Adagio of the Se\-entli 
Sympliony" Nineteenth Centzql  Music 1 l/3 (1988)' 269. 

'Tliese analyses make up the second volume of Kunh's monumental work, 
Briick~e)- (Berlin. 1925). This publication will be discussed in more detail later in this 
chaptsr. and also in table 1. 



problriii of revision that plagued the composer bot11 dunng and afier his iiktiiiis. .At die 

time Rurth was writing, different editions of Bruckner's scores were bçinp coiisulied tliaii 

are used today. and this can cause some confusion. Bruckner was constantly revisin2 Iiis 

work: ofteii clianging one syrnpliony long after its successor was cornpleted. For tisaiiiplr. 

Hriicknrr began composing his Sixth Synipliony in the fa11 of 1879. Accordiiip to 

Leopold Nowak. "the earliest date on the autograph is 24 Septembrr 1 879."b The 

completion date is 3 Septernber 1 88 1. nearly tu-O years after its commeiicsnieiit. ".4s 

ioid. otlisr coiiipositions intervened in tlir course of its completion: the new Finale f o r  

Qiiiiitet (siiipliasis mine)."7 So while Briickner was working on Iiis Sisth Syqdioi i> .  Iic 

\ w s  also rrvising part of the Foiirth. wliicli Iiad beeii conipleted four years rarlirr 

i uriyiiiall! writteii in 1874-73). Betwecii hi. own re~isions and tliose iiiade b!. - - w l l -  

1iir;liii iig tliougli presumpt~ious pupils--uith thrir wliolesalr cuts. rescoriiig i i i  t lit. s [ >  lc 

Kagiier aiid even reharmonizations." many postliumous perforiiiaiices of Bruckner's 

s!q-hoiiies h x d y  resembled the origiiial nianuscripts."ditors at the brginiiiiig of tlic 

c i ~ i ~ d i  witury who atrempted to rtmain true to tlie composers iiitrtntions \ w - e  

Ilii~iiiiiosed by tlie many esisting. thougli uiiautliorized. editioiis. Fortunately. tlirec 

s! iiiplioiiiss i i i  the middle of Bruckner's output reniaiiied '-largrly unscatlied": die Fiiili. 

"..\i~toii Bruckner. S')rnphony No. 6. ed. by Leopold Nowak (London: Ernst Euleiibiirg 
Lid.. 1992). preface. Other important dates in tliis paragrapli are also takrn [rom tliis soiircc.. 

'Sowal;. preface to Syrnphony No. 6. 

'l'hi l ip Coad. "Bruckner." in A Guide to rhc S~ntphoq~. ed. Robert Laytoii ( N e u  York: 
(hi&-d University Press, 1995). 1%. 



Siztli and Srvsiitli. This means the edition of the Sixth Sympliony that Kurtli \\oulJ Iiaw 

coiisiiltcd in the 1920's is virtually identical to the cntical editioii i i i  use toda) . prsprirsd 

by Lropold Nowak in 1952. 

German Music Thcory in the Late Ninetecntli Century 

Açcordiiiy to Robert Wason. "[rlhe first few years oîXis tueiitictli criirur> iiicirked 

ii i i  cstreiiiely fertile psriod for the study of harmony.'* In Vieniia. the Icltding tlisorist i i i  

thc inie iiinrteentli century had been Simon Sechter. who Iiad adopted and tatiglit 

tiiiiJ~ii~iciiral b a s  theor!.. Aftrr the turii of the centun* tu-O dilt'sreiii tlicories ot' Iinriiiuii! 

ciiicrgcd i II Viriiiin: one of thesc came from Heinricli Schrtiker ( 1 868- 1 93 5 J. [lie otlicr 

1-1-oiii .iriiold Sclioriihrrg ( 1 874-1 95 1 ). In German niusic theor>-. Iiww cr. tlis Iriic 

iiiiicierrith çriiiur! \vas doniinated by Hug- Riemann3 funciioii tlisor! aiid Iiariiioiiic 

dtialisiii. biir n geiicrd movenieiit in late nineteenth-centun. to\rxd a brt t r r  iiiiisic 

L'JUCLIIIOII 101- the "folk." or conimon people led to a new. -9no11irc ~licor> ot'iiiusic. 

'I Iir iiio\Ienieiir Iiad been initiated in pan by Heriiiarin Ki-rizscliiii;ir i I S - I S -  192-1 ). 

\\ Iw Iiad iioticed a "laiiientable decline in the popular cultivatioii ot'art niusii ... i i i  in\ u s e  

prqwtioii hoth to the trrmendous growth of education for professiorid iiiiisiciaiis aiid io 

iIie ariistic ncliisvriiic~its of Geriiian  composer^."'^' A n m .  broader-bad iiiiisii 

''Robert Wasoii. l'ien~wse Hornmnic Theoryfrom .4lbi-echt.shcrper to ScIi~wkei- 
w7d S~hoetlhcrg, (Anii Arbor. Michigan: UMI Researcli Press. 1985). 1 15. 

. . 
'"Let. A. Rotliiàrb. "The 'New Education' and Music Tlieory. in M L Y ~ L .  7'h'w-y L U I L /  I ~ C  

L-i-ploi-oiioil of the P~rst. ed.  by Christopher Hatch and Da\-id \\'. Rernstciii i Chicago: 
C;iii\.zrsity of' Chicago Press. 1993). 453. 
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edticaiion for the eeneral public was very compatible w:th the otlisr educational relbriiis 

iaking place in Germany. There was a shift in focus toward student-ceiitred learning. 

\vliich encouraged creativity and first-hand experience. New. private Vree school 

coiiiniuni ties" were founded-generally away from larger cities--in ordcr to escape 

i-csisr;incç tr0n.i older-seneration conservatives. 

August Haliii 

Ai one such free school community. in Wickersdorf. "music was the syiibol 0 1 -  

1-Iriliii t 1869- 1939) thrived in sucli aii environment. Halni kvas the head music iiistrucrol- 

ml 1-esideiii composer ar Wickersdorf from 1906 to 19 10. and ap i i i  tioiii 1910 IO 1 0 3  

I'K\ iuiisl>-. tlirougliout Europe. music tlieory Iiad bceii mglit  ai a scliolarly Ievc.1. aiid 

oiil! IO aspirinq niusicians. Halni. however. wrote and tauglit witli ilie trrncilezir in iiiiiid. 

111 h c r .  -'[lilc is reniembered for his lifeloiig conimitiiient. as auilioi and composer. to 

.- s~!iic;ir~iip iiiiisic amateurs and eiiiliusiasts. '' Haliii \vas inisrested II I  '-restoring [lie ilieii- 

&rogator>- cpitliet 'dilettante' to respectability."" 

By crcating an audience of truc dilettantes. Haliii hoped to reunite tlir 
çoiiiposei- \vit11 the public. the two liaving becoiiie estrangrd in rlie laie 
niiitr teenth ceiitury because of the gradua1 decl iiie of true educat ion and 

'Ibid.. 458. 

'%id. 

' 'Roth fàrb. "New Education." 459. 



coiiconiitaiit growtli of specialized. technical training." 

He gave a iiiusical lecture-demonstration every week at tlie school. He used noc-trclinical 

lniigiiage witliout over-simplifying the substance of the lectures. Halm coiisicicrcd 

iniisical forin the "only truc coinmunicabk element." and he believed tlis hest w a y  to 

iiivesiigats tliis was th-ough tlie "intramusical processes" themsch-es. ' ' Halin disagrrd 

\\.iili ihr Iieriiieneutical practice of using estra-musical metaphors io describe iiiiisiciil 

ci m s .  --as i 1- ilie nieaiiins of music could lie in something othsr h a n  ~lir iiiusic.""' 

1 iisiad lie "dyiaiii icized" musical events. claiming "[tllir dyianiic act ivi ty . die draiiiii o I -  

ilie LI! naiiiics is wliolly sufficient for me. is for me also tlic oril> triil!. çoiiçretc aspect .' 

Ernst Kurtli 

r\tiyiist Halm iiiay not Iiave Iiad a strong influence i i i  unil ersiiy çii-cles hiic Iiiz 

'*\i riiiiiys iii!liisnced a gensratioii of audiences. niusic aiiiairurs. iiiid music ediicaioi-S.-- ' 

Eriist Ki~rtli was Halm's successor at the Wickersdorf free scliool coiiiiiiuiiity in 14 1 1 . 

iiiiJ u s  grcütiy intliieiiced by Halm's ideas. especially tlic iiotioii iliiil d y m i i c  pi-occszcz 

in iiiiisic goveril its form. writing: 

"1 bid. 

%id.. 45S. 

"'IL~id. 

1 -  I bid.. 463. 

"Rotlitài-b. "New Edtication." 462. 



Tlie central task of ail music tlieory is to observe the transformation of- 
certain tension processes into sounds. Only in tliis way is it possible to 
awaken. even in theoretical reflection. an empathy and interna1 
synipathetic resonance with the animated creative forces. and so to restorr 
once again the conneciion. long since tom asunder. between theory and 
art. '' 

Ernst Kiinh \vas borri i i i  Vienna in 1586 and died i i i  Berii. Switzei-laid in 1941 iit 

ilir ngr of60. Wliiie lie \vas growing up Vienna was the centre of'acti\.it> f o r  soiiit: O!' 

Iiislor!'s iiiosi u-rll-kiio\rsii figures: Sigiiiuiid Freud iii  psychiatry. Ernst hlacli i i i  p l i > s i ~ j  

mi J plii losop liy. and Gustav hlahler aiid Arnold Scliornberg in music. Kurili's was 

iiiiddle-class finiil>,--his fatlier \vas a succcssful jewellcr--and lie took cello aiid pimo 

Iessoiis i i i  Iiis youtli. aiid regularly aitended concerts and rlie openi. He m i r r d  tIic 

t 'iiiw-siiy ot'Visiina i n  1904. at the agrt ofeightreii. Tliere lie siiidied mu si coi op^. 

. A 

cmtrscs.". l'his broad base of course u.ork at the univsrsity ~ v o u l d  accouiic I r  iiis I.iici, 

oiii look oii iiiusic theor!. and analpsis. wliicli "attri butes equal iiiiportaiicr. ro iiiiraiiiiis i i , î l  

liiiil rsirainiisical elemcnts. suc11 as pliilosophical influences. psyhologiçal dispositioii-. 

ps! clio-aiiditive effrcts. and draniatic criteria."" He siudied musicology witli G ~ i i ~ l o  

"'tToni Die Romcrnrisclw H ~ ~ r n t o n i k  umi ihre fiise in C f  irgnoi; " Trisluu. " quo t rd  
xid tciiislated iii  Rotlifarb. "New Education." p. 463. See table 1 for coniplr~e bihliogrripliii 
irit'ortiiatioii on this treatise. 

'"Lee A. Rotlifarb. Ernsr Klrrfh (1s Theorisr u~~d.ina!v.sr. (Philadelpliia: L'iii\wsii! 
O !' I'ennsy Ivania Press. 1 938). 3. 
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.-iiilcr. ilie ti1ii1idt.r of .hfusikit~is.~cnschafi.~~ Adler was a classic;l scliolar. a coiisrtrvntiw. 

\rlio Iiad studied with Anton Bruckner when the latter tauglit at the University 01' Viriiin. 

He Iield his former teacher in very high regard. and this respect for the mastrr and Iiis 

irorks was passed on to Kurth. 

I I I  190s Kurtli received his P1i.D. and moved to Gcrniany. II I  ICI 1 1 lie hrtgrin Iiis 

ieriii in U'ickcrsdorf. teaching music to primary and secoiidary scliool cliildrsii. He \i a i  

iiiipreprii-ed for this position. having been trained as a researcli scliolar. Ho\\.ewr. iracliiiig 

~idolescciits Iielped ro develop his pedagogical approach to music and music theory. In Iiis 

. . 
ic.iclii iip hc "1 i \ i lied iiiusic tlirougli iiiiagiiiati\-r inierprriat ions. ri\-oidd ilie "coiiiiiiiiii 

.. 
iiiiisic-theoret ical systenis of his da'.. and "'hunia~iizsd' an otherwise iiiechan ical i i i~ is i~  

-. - ; 
tlitlor! . - Bccriiise Kurtll's focus \vas on the non-inusiciaii Iiis iwitteii sin t! ses u ere o l i t ' ~~  

i i i m  t i ; l i - l - ; ~ i i x  than systematic. higlilighting only the iiiost crucial elciiiriits i i i  a w r k  I I I  

O I + I ~ L ' I +  10 dcrcriiiîi~r irs forin. The idea \vas to "n~asimize'- the aiidieiice's iiiiisicrd 

c.spr.i-ir.iice." hi facc. *'by relying on impressionistic esplanatory devices as teacliiiig aids 

 ci so eiicoiiragiiig the studeiits to experience the music in\i.ardl!.. KUI-th's style ut' 

aiinl!sis look on the psycliological tone thar characrerizes liis pihl islied \ioi*k."" E3! 1 9 1 2 

Liir~li h d  siitficiently developed his own ideas on music tlieory to coniplste ii priper o i ~  

. . 
--.Adlei- detitird the field in terrns of two branches: systeniatic iiiusicolog! aiid 

Iii-ilo~ical ~iiiisicology. 

., 
-'Roth t'arb. "New Education." 463. 



ille siibject.'VHc sent this along witli Iiis application for a teaching position to i i x  

Uiiiversity at Bern. Switzerland. and was hired as a lecturer in niusicolog~~. alrliouyli i i u  

fornial dryree in music was being offered there at that time. 

Kurth's Theory and Premises 

Kurili brlicvrd tliat. previously. niusic theory had obscured ratlirr tliaii t y l i i  i iic J 

iiiusic. '-[lie] considerrd it Iiis task to bridge the abyss between tlieory and the niiisis ut. 

Iiis iiiiie and ro seek musicai explanations not in absolute. acoustically based s!.sreiii~ hiii 

i n  tlic eiiipirical csaniiiiation of niusical coiiipositioiis and the psycliologic~il !i1i-~c.> 

.. . 
iinderl! iiig ilicir crration. -' 

Kiii-ili \\-rote five major treatises in his lifstiii-ir bstweeii 19 13 and 1926 i i1ic.w ~ isc  

slio\\ 11 in tnbk I ). tlis ideas on music tlirory cliaiiged sliglitly fioiii publicatioii tu 

piibl icaiioii. bui the peneral theme of tnusic us motion remained constant tlirou y lio ut. 

'I'ii1111. 1 .  Ernst Kurtli's Theoretical M'orks 

I . / ) I L I  1 ; ) I - C I I I . \ . . S C ~ I I Z ~ ~ ~ L ' ~ I  LIC'I* I ~ C ' O I - C ' ~ ~ J . C ~ C ' I I  Hut-monik und &I- ~ O ~ I L I / C I I  

ih~srcl lrui ,yy :sretnr~ [Tlir Premiscs of the Tlieory of Hariiloiiy aiid of Toiial 5 )  siciiiz 1 .  
I3erii: Di-eclisel. 19 13. In this work. his inaugural dissertation. Kurth first sets oui l i s  
tlirories ol'triision and motion in music. He questions the scientific nature of iiiiisic 
tlieoi-1- niid suggests psychology and intuition play a bigger rolr. He introducrs Iiis ~ io t im 
01'-'d!,iiiiniisiii". wliich is connected to the "psycliic eiiergies" lie claiiiis conirol 
iiimwiieiir (striving tendencies) in music. 

'0 
- Die I Q~m~,.sse~zzrn,ocn kt- ~hco~-ë/ ischc'~~ Hat-ntonik und der- toncdelr 

/~~i~-.sie/lio~g.~.~ys~cnt~' [The Premises of the Tlieory of Harmony and of Tonal Sy s tsiiis] . SCÇ 
riiblt. 1 for coiiiplete publication inforn~ation. 

''Patrick McCrcless. "Ernst Kurtli aiid the Analysis of the Clironiatic Music o t' tlic Laie 
S inrireiitl~ Century." iMztsic Theory Spmrum 5 ( 1983). 56. 



2. U'rlltxi/qq~>17 des finearen Kontropunk~s: Bachs mdodivclte Poijpho>~ir ( Foundat ions a t' 
Linrar Counterpoint: Bach's Melodic Polyphony]. Bem: Drechsel. 191 7. This is Kurtli's 
counrerpoiiit treatise. In it he uses his idea of music as motion to examine Baroque 
coiinterpoint (in particular that of J. S. Bach) frorn a linear perspective. 

3 .  Die /-o)nantische Horrnonik und ihre Krise in Wagncrs " Tristan" [Romantic Hariiioii! 
and its Crisis in Wagner's "Tristan"]. Bern: Haupt, 1920. Meant as a harmony testbook 
ibr advanced students and guide to the philosophical aspects of Romantic harinony. this 
book represents Kurtli's attempt to account for the chroniaticism tliat psn-adeci tlie 
Roiiiaii tic period. 

4. B r - t r ~ . k m ~ .  2 Vo1s. Berlin: Hesse. 1925. This is a two-voluiiie work wliicli gi\.es rii l  

c\teiisiw biograpliy of tlie composer (vol. 1 ) as well as analyses of al1 nine ot'Briickiic.i-'5 
i> iiiplioiiies using Kurth's dynamic-formai process (vol. 2). I t  was the first 01' Lurtli's 
piibIicaiions to discuss his ideas on musical form in detail. 

5 .  . \ l irs:b~.~~r. l~oIogi~ [Music Psychology]. Berlin: Hesse. 193 1 . l'liis is a siiiiiiiiar! OI' 
Liirili's lik work involving tlie psychic energy behind music. He worked to srparate tlir 
iJci il 1' iiiiisic ps!.cliology from tlie psycholog). of sound. For Kurtli. in usic ps! cliolog! 
\iris --iiiiendrd sathci- as an inquiry into those psychological tiinctioiis tliat coiistitiiit. ilic 
I ~ im  d' niiisical lieoriiiy aiid tlius serve 3s tlie ultima~e ~biiiidati~~ii ot' ihcnr! . iicsili~iic~ 

anri 31 1 the d i e r  phases of niu~ic." '~ 

Kiirtli adoptsd Augusr Halni's idea of music as motion but also rspanded ii h! discussiiig 

ilie o/-;?iu of the niotioii. wliich Haliii had not done: "For the origiii of ifie iiielod! ... a 

Kiirtii's idsas on inelody. harinony. and form al1 rely on the notion of~(\minti.vrrr. or 

iiioiioii. Accordiii~ to Patrick McCreless. Kurth used the teniis kineiic and j~orrtz~itrl 

eiittrg. boriawed froni piiysics. to distinguish between motion in iiislod!. aiid iiiotioii i i i  

'Wsii. -'Music as Motion." 7. 



Mslody ... involves kinetic energy. for it arises from tensiooi-processes tliai 
externalize the movement of musical will through tones. Harmony. 
however. involves potential energy, for a chord in a sense "freezes" tlie 
kinetic or melodic possibilities of each of its tones. so that therr is. on the 
one hand. an identifiable structure of pitches. and on the other. a sra of 
coiitexts and possibilities for motion that the chord can realize once ii is 
activated." 

111 iàçt. Kui-tli seeiiied to adopt principles from several modes of conteiiiporar> t liou y lit: 

phi losopliy. psyç hology, and plienomenology . 

Kurtli adoptcd philosopher Anhur Schopenliauer's view tliat music is a "direci 

representat ion of the Wi Il."" Kunh explained that "psychic energirs." giiidrd h' the U'i l l .  

gt)\ wi d yiciiiiiç iiiotion i i i  music. creat ing teiision and relasatioii. .-Ili i iicreasc i i i  t t . i i j i \ i i i  

creattts a foi-ward motion. wliile a decrease slows down this motion. Ki1rtIi b e l i e d  i i i  

r\io renlms of music: tlie oirrsiric. whicli is tlie transitory "plienoniriial" ivorld oL' 

apprai ices .  aiid tlic inside. \vliicli is the unclianging "noumciial" \corid of iiltiiiicttc 

renlir!-." --The iiiside ofniusic constitutes the ultimate Reality. ol'ivliicli ir-é Iisar oiil> ihc 

. - 
"Dolores M. Hsii. "Erlisi Kurtli and His Concept of Music 3s 3lotioii. .Jowmd 01 .Mi\ L 

7lrcor:i. 1 0: 1 ( 1966). 6. According to Lawrence Ferrara. "Schopei~haurr oii iiiiisic a z  iIw 
eiii bdiineiit of Wi Il." in Schopcnhatrer. Philosoplt): u i ~ J  the .-fi.ts. rd. by D. Jacqiieitr. 
( C m  bridge: Caiii bridge University Press. 1996). 1 83- 1 86. Scliopen1iaur.r bel i e w d  t l i ~ i . ~  

wrc.  t xo  Itt\.els of existence in the world: tlie perceived world of represcntntioii: niid rlit 

deepzr world of ihe Will. The Will. he claimed. is an energy source outside the rcaliii of oiii- 
percrpiioti tliat yet directs how aiid what ive perceive: an "instinctive force of dçsiriiig. 
yrarniiig. aiid 'endless striving."' Music. for Schopenhauer. was tlie en-hodimeni of the \Wl 
for il espresses that wliich is non-representational: satisfaction. desire. nobi l i  ty. su nèri iig. 
mie t> . .  etc. 

"Clear definitions of '*nournenon" and "phenoinenon" accordin: to the philosoplier 
Iiiiiliaiiiiel Kant caii br  round in Peter A. Angeles. Dioionuty: t~fPhilo.sop~. (New York: 
Bariies aiid Noble Books. 1981). A noumenon is "[t]liat reality (power. substaiice) ~ I i i d ~  
iimscsnds esperience and al1 rational knowledge ... Reason can know h i t  i <  esisrs bill iini 



. . 
' 9  . . 

l;.si reisrhri-aiions wlien il becomss phenomrnai. that is. acoustical rniisic."" Foi. Kurrli. 

niiisic \vas a "constant surging up. or an overflowing of energy into the phenomeiiai 

world."" The lik of the music is in its energy: once the energy is released into the 

plie~ionienal world. so that we perceive it as sound, the energy dies. The sound signals the 

--~iea~Ii" ot' rhe eiiergy. As Kurth put it. "sound is dsad: what livss i i i  it. is the will to 

';L)LIIIJ.'-;~ 

:ls \\rH as havir- lies to the world of philosophy. Kurth's thcor? aiso rrsonaied 

\vit11 m - l y  plienomenologists. According to Rothfarb. conteniporaries «i Kurtli ciicd 111s 

\\oi-l, iiz k i n g  plieiioiiiriiologica1: arsthcticiaii Anliur Np. Cohii. aiid niusicologist?; 1-iaiis 

\Ic.i*siii~iiiii. Herbert Eiinen. and Rudolf Schatke." Tliey identified witli Kilrtli's iiicthoci 

oi-:iiiiilyziiip aiid tliroriziiig about music as herrrd. He disprnsrd witli acceptcd iIicui-ies 

iiiid coiicc.pts and Iocused on the musical experience itself. Rotlitàrb points oui. lio\w\ CI.. 

iIi:ii Kiiidi's n11alysc.s are not strictly plienoinenological: certain aspects do not coi~fimii 11) 

~~liciioiiisiiological principles. For example. "hc contradicts Cohn's 'ini~sicnl 

iiiidssstandiiig.' which avoids evaluating n~usical events as 'symbols of an!, sort 01' 

i i hn  iir rsisisiicr is like. Tliat tliere is a nounieiion is appreliended by reason aloiic" (p. 19 I 1. 

.A pIic.iioiiic.iioii. on the otlier iiand. is drfined as "[tlhat \\hich is perceived. Thar as ii appeai-3 
I O  U L I I  C I I I I S Ç ~ O L ~ S I ~ ~ S S  ... OUT senses'' (p. 2 1 1 ). In other words. nouniena are non-obseiuhlc- 
\di i le plieiioinena are observable. 

. - 

. .l-lsit. "Miisic as Motion". 9. 

"Froiii Kurili. Rutntrt~iische Humonik, p. 3. quoted in HSU. 9. 
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ps!.cliic iiiotions of its creator'."" It is the psychological side of Kunh's theor! --liis 

rrferciice ro "psychic energies" goveming musical events--tliat prevenls Iiis tlicor! ti-oiii 

bring considered entirely phenoiiienologicai. In effect. Kurth needs the listrner ro 

"enipathize" with the music in order for them to sense its psychic origins. One diffrreiicc 

beiweeii Kurth and August Halm is tliat Halm avoided such p s y  liologizinp: "1 n niiisic. 

oiis ouglii iioi ro take the psycliological for the logica1."'- 

In its dynaniic. holistic view of melody. Kurtli's tlieory crin be linked to the 

Gestali tlieory of psycliology. Rothfarb clainis that Kurtli "taciil!- èmploys ... illusioii 

ilicoi.! \\.lien lie speaks of individual nielodic toiles cuntâiiiiiip energ> deriwd lioiii il 

ptvasive d>.iiaii~ic ci~rrrnr."'~ He reniinds the rrader tliat earl!. Gestalt \rritiiigs b >  >la\ 

N'ci-tlieiiiici-. Kurt Koftka. and Wol fgang Koliler are coiiteiiipornry \vit11 C ; i - i ~ d i ~ r x ~ ~ i ~  

i I o  1 7) aiid Romcintische HwnioiuX ( 1970). and tliat il?.: iiiajor u-orks i i i  Gesrolt ilieur! 

sli l l la!. alirad. Tlie sinii larities between Gestalt principles and Kiiri!? ' G  t lieories. hou e w - .  

Id Rotliiàrb to suggest tliat "Kun11 intuitive]? explored in tlic aursl-rèiiiporal domaiii 

wli:it Ciest:iltisis later scieiititica 

spatid doiiiaiii.""' 

. I I -  esplored and esperimenta 

' " ~ r i h ~ i r  W. Colin. "Das inusikalische Verstiindnis: Neue Zirlc." Zeit.sc.hriji 
/111- .\ I~~.sik~l.i.s.~ensct~uji 4.3 ( 1 92 1 ). 1 29- 1 30. quoted i i i  Rotlifarb. Sclecretl 1.1 i-it il?:,. . I S. 

. . 
"August HaIrn. "Hunior und Musik,.' lori Gremw i r r d  Luntkr-il der- All ts ik .  

Ge.strri~r~ieli -4 t&i t ze  (Munich: G. Müller, 19 16). quoted in Rothfarb. Sekc,cd I l i - ir i i~p.~ 20. 



!! 

In ordrr ro understand fully tlic following discussion of Kurtli'.; thsories. as ticII 

as tlic iinal!.sis in diaprer 5. i t  is necessary for the rsader to beconie familiar \viili Kiinli's 

trriiiiiiology. Kurtli's nietaphorical prose ma)- have aided musical amateurs in rhr past. 

biii iiianj- of Iiis ternis have since acquired nrw meanings that rnay confuse the modern- 

da! reader. I have placrd a section at the end of the present chaprer dwotrd to placing the 

ieriiis in tlieir proper coiitest. This can be read prior to. or concurrent ivitli. tlie tollo\i iiig 

~lisciissioii and latsr aiia1yses.'lu 

From table 1 above it is clear that Kunh incorporated botli nielodic aiid liai-iii«iiii 

clcii~ciiis d i i ~ u s i c  iiiro Iiis tlieory. 1 disçuss Iiis lianiionic ivi-itings belon \ i i i t x  iic.çt.ss:ii-!. 

 hi^ Kiirili's iioiioii of iiielody is the primary focus of rhis paper. bsginniny wirli mi 

c\.iiiiiiintioii of'liis couiitt.rpoint treritise. publislied i n  19 17. 

Gr-imdltrgcit ikc~.s linem-en Komraptntkrs: Bd7.s  mc~iodischc Poh 7 7 / 1 0 u  I C  

I I  is iiiiportani io exarniiie Kunli's study of Baroque couiiterpoiiit be t'ore nia\ iiig 

N I  IO I i i s  iliroriss of musical form. Kunli was priniarily a ii~elodic. iiot a Iiariiiciiiic. 

hcurisi. aiid tliiis Iiis tlieories of nielody and line rrally provids [lis foutidiitiuii Ibi. 

;iiiril>-t icnl systeiii. Kurth's dy namic approacli to couiiterpoiiit is suniiliariztid i i i  ilie 

id Io\\ iiig prrseiitatioii of elements from liis counterpoint treatise. Ciiiderstandiiig Iiis 

\ iw.s on Baroque melody will help clarify Kiirth's treatmriit of iiielody ot'subscqiien[ 

'"1 have relied on Lee Rothfarb's translations of Kurth's tests. and Rot1itài.h ~ttld~~ii1 
prwides the original German for Kurth's terms. Tlierefore. 1 Iia\,c used on!! Roililk-h's 
Eiiglisli ternis. citing Kurth aiid/or Rotlifarb where appropriate. 



titi12 prriods. spscifically in the music of Anton Bruckner. 

Dcvelopmcntal Motives 

In liis esamination of Bach's style of counterpoint. Kurih discowred that tlir a! 

cx l i  iiidividual line unfolded (Le., its overali sliape) could br  trnced back ro tvliar Iic 

cal led "developmental motives." Developinental motives represeiir pairsrlis o i' iiielo J ic 

iiioiioii." Tliese srnall fragments are not thematic iii nature. but arc iiidisiinci aiid 

geiirralizrd in contour. For this reason the- tended to make up coiitrapuiiial spisodes 

1-atliei- tliaii stibjjc'~cts or tIie111es: altliough one or se\.sral of tliese  CI rlopiiiciiral i i m i \  es 

iiiighi br  fouiid 11-ithin a subject. it would not br iadf be thematically iiiiporiatii. For 

Kiirtli. die dwAopiiieiira1 niotives' siniplkit!. < i i i  bring indisiinci) iiidicciirs i i  cli1st.iii.s~ 10 

. . 
dleii. "prinial origiiis. ukicli are the psycliic ensrgies that are the lik ai-iiiiisic b e i l ~ c  ii  

hccoiiiss ncoustical sound.'" 

Dr.\dopniental motives fa11 into rhree categories: ascendiiig. drsceiidiiig. aiid 

oscil Lit h g .  Kurtli offers a iiiodel for eacli of the tlirer catryorirs: 

.Ascciiding (set: ssriiiiplr 1 ) 

l'liis is ilie iipper tetrachord the C major scalr. The leading tons is a poiiii »frstrc.iiic. 

" Rotlifarb. Theoris, und Anrilys[, 55. In Kunli's words. developmental 
iiioiivcs Ï-epresent tiny units of motion" whicli are a "distillation of melody d o w i  to pi1i.c. . . synit701s of motion. 



iriisioii. and tliis draws the motive upward toward the tonic. The leading ton& energ! 1.; 

released wlien it resolves to the tonic. C. 

Esaniplr: 1 . Ascending Developmental Motives - h.lode14' 

Dsscendiiig (see esample 2) 

Tlic iiiodel aliows the sanie four pitches as in example 1. descrnding. This c m  no\\ IY 

xeii as rlit. lower tetrachord of a G major scale. rnoving again toward the roiiic. tlie iwst 

h ~ i h l c  pitcli. One cati see tiom csnmples 1 and 2 rhat Kurtli \.is\ird tlir toiiic iiotc. as 

113\.iiig the kast miount of teiisioii in a passage--it is the point ol'rrlasation or  reiisioi~ 

1:xmple 1. Descending Developiiiental Motives - ModelJ' 

O s c i  llatiiig ( scte esampie 3 )  

Tliis csaiiiplc shows ..single toiies einbellislied by 'a sliglit flickering of niotioii'. tlic 

priiiiary fiiiiciioii of wliicli is to preserve a given pitch level" (set. csainple 3)." 1-liis is 

:iccoiiiplislird tlirougli simple or double neighboiir note motion. 



Esliiiipls 3. Oscillating Developmental Motives - Models 

1-1 y brids. or con1 binatioiis. o f  the above iiiodels are ver!- çoiiiiiioii. prrlirips i i i ~ i - ~  

ciiiiiiiioii tliiin the basic forms. Once Kurtli had identified the iiiodels. i t  would Iiaw heeii 

a siiiiplr iiiatter to view al1 melody as being comprised of combiiiations of de\-<ilopiii~iitaI 

"Esaiiiplrs 3 and 4 frorn Rothfarb. Theoi-isi md Ancr/-vsr. 63. 



I cl 

iiioii\-es. In csample 4a. b and c are three esamples of what Kurtli callrd liybrids oi' 

descending developniental motives. Example l a  shows an overall ascent l iom 2' ro c: 

(s l io~-i i  witli beanx) embellished with oscillating patterns (double neighbour notes-- 

circled in the e~arnple).~'  In 4b there is an overall descent from e' to bl (beanied). biit i t  is 

cmbellished by drscending oscillating patterns at every bea: (circled). Fiiiall>.. 4c is an 

esaniple of an oscillatine Iiybrid: the overall neighbour note motion (bcaiiicd) lioiii t.' to 

1': : is i r x l  l' siiibcllislied \vith oscillations (circled). B y keepiiig the basic tiiodels in  iiiiiid. 

Liiidi bslieved wt: could discern the dynamic-formal developnient of vii-ruail! an! 

~iislodic ti-riyiiiriit. be it  iipward arcliiiig. do\vn\vard arching. or oscillatiiig in  iiatiirc. 1 

disc~iss latci l i i n r  hiirrli viewed this srnall-scale developmeni as repressiiinri\ c. ot' ti.viiicil 

pi-oc'r'sses nt ;i Inrger-scrile in a u-ork. 

Accordiiig ;O Kurth. botli the composer and the listsner tend 10 O\ crluuk 

~IewlopnieiiiaI ii~otives. being generally preoccupied wi th thenies and otlicr d isr iiici i I 

i2atiircs ot'a y i w n  work. He claims this is because developmcntal motives '-operaie 31 :III 

' uiici~iiscioiis' Isvel. Nevertlieless. tliey are the fini and mosr prinii[iw iiiiisicol 

ciiihodiiiieiii of a coiiiposcr's creative-psychic s t r ea i iPb  

4' Wlieiiever specific pitclies (as opposed to pitcli classes) are referenccd in  tlir test tlir! 
\\ i l 1  be desigiiated according to the following systeni: ascending froni C tlirsr. octaves bc.lo\\ 
iiiiddlr C as C,. Cg,. Dl .... BI: from C two octaves below middle C as C. C:. D .... 13: îi-oiii 
C lwlo\v niiddle C as c. cg .  d. ... b: from niiddle C as cl. c $  '. d' .... b': froni C ahow ii~iddlc. C 
a s  c'. c $ :. d' .... b': etc. 



Polyl iony 

For Kunh. the biggest challenge in contrapuntal theory is to explain "lion i w  or 

more lines can unfold siinultaneously in tlie most unhampered melodic der-eiopiiie~ii.~~'" 

Miiçli of what Kurth says in Gritndiugen about melody can be sseii in his later 

discussioiis of dynamic-formal "waves" and fonn as motion. In linrar counterpoiiit. 

iiioiioii is cssential in  eacli line in order to propel the melody fonvard and a\foid toi) iiinii! 

~wiiits of repose. Too nian!. cadences. or points of repose. uould diminish the lor\~3r3 

iiioiioii or iiionientum. and would tliereforr lead to a weak composition. Kui-111 driiiiird 

rli;ir i i i  pal! plionic uorks the iii~iltiplr lines ~vorl; togstlier to propsl tlie iiiotioii i i ~ s u  n i .  

Siiiall-scalt: umaves are created in eacli individuai line but tiieir intensificatioiis and aprses 

;ire s i x g e ~ - d .  111 tliis w y .  wlieii one linc is rssiing the orlirr iakrs up the 1 iiiciii- actioii. 

aiid \ ice-w-sa: there is a constaiit interchange bcrtn-een [lie liiitrs 01- action. contiiiii rtiid 

iiitciisi i! ( sre esample 5 1." E\wi wlien tlie two voices are nio\li iig \vit l i  tlir saiiir. mioiiiii 

ul'cicti\ic~, siiiiultaneously. tlirre is often an interchange of high points ( s e  esaiiipk (xi 

;\ilcf b 1. 

"Lee A. Rotlifarb. EI-IIS/ Kziirlt: Sdecred Wrif'rilings. (New York: Canibridct. I!iiiirrsi i! 

P i - W .  199 1 ). 47, 

"'Tlir crosses [+j  iii csamples 5 and 6 indicate small-scale apescs or Iiigii points. 



Es:iiiiple 5 .  .A constant interchange between the lines of action. contour and iiitciisii! 
.I. S. Bach. "lnventio in A major." mm. 8-9" 

Esaniple 6. Two voices moving with the same amount of activit! simuliaiieiiiisl! 

LI) . l .  S. Bach. "Clavier Duet in G major (BWV 804):. III. 17" 

"Rotlilàrb. Sciecîed Wriîiilgs. 49. 

%id.. CO. 



Esciiiiplc 6 h .  S.  S. Bach. "Clavier Durt in E minor (BWV 801)." nim. 79-30" 

+ 

i i i i ~ i d !  iiig I'rictor i i i  the detrriiiiiiatioi~ of forrii: 

-flic rhb aiid tlow of ps!-chic motion. once actualized i i i  soiind. gi iai-mic~.~ 
coiiiiiiiiity. ?. piece ofiiiusic. tlieii. is shaped psycliic inoiioii. Tlie 

; I 

p;irticiiIar .sh~~pe that niotion takes in a work aniounts to its in~isical hi-111. - 
111 l i i . ~ ~ c . k i ~ ~ ~ - .  Kiirtli did aniculatr: niore clrarly his ideas on toriii. Ratliei ilinii tliiiiki iig O i 

1iwiii as a iiiold. a sratic idea. Kurtli saw form as a state of tcnsioi~: 

1'01-iii is iieitliri the pure streaniing of the foriiiatioii proccss iior iI:c pi1i.r. 
tiil t i l  Iriisnt O 1' borders. but rather the transition. the active transfbriiiat icw 
01' the former into the 1a t t e r .h  music ... form is nei thsr n i ~ \ ~ s n ~ e n t  nor i t5  

syioptical ly grasped rigidity. neither flux nor outliiie. but ratlier tlic l i ~  cl! 
. . strugyle to gsasp soinetliing flowing by holding onto soiiirtliiny tii-in. 

"Rotlifiirb. Thcor-irr iid.41ir1i-vsr. 190. 

iilioiii BI-irckner vol. 1. p. 239. quoted and translared iii Roth farb. Thror-isr t r i i d  .4 i n r l i ~  

191. 



111 oilirr \vords melod y, hamiony. r.nd rhythm together "achieve equi l i bri uni i i i  u liat \\ e 

cal1 tbriii" by the tension and relaxation Kurth describes." For Kurtli. lorm is tlie gutrl of 

die creativc process. not the basis of it--it is the "active shaping of souiid ...[ a]  sltrrpi~g 

- -<7  procsss. 

Fo rrii in Gnrnti/rr,orrr 

III  Iiis sciidy of counierpoint. Kunh esamined closely eleiiisiits O i iiioiioidiim! id 

~olypiioiiy ilint contribute to accretions and releases of energy i i i  Baroqiir niusic (sec 

i h l c  2 ,. 11311y of these idras werr larer applied to otlier periods. aiid esprtciail! IO Iiis 

;ml! ses of rlir sy-nplionies in Brirckner. A ~ o o d  esample is Kurrli's iiiodel 1or ilie 

d~ i~rlniic terni of the ni~isic of 1. S. Bach (sec esample 7).  ..\ltlioiigli Kiirtli does iioi 1ii:1k 

111s coiiiic.cii«ii in tliis treatise. tliis niodel serms to paral le1 the --cllissical" iioiioii ot' 

soimi ti~riii. Tension begins io build immediatel y in (lie exposition. wliere t lie Iiariiion! 

1) picall!. i i i o \~s  from I (at tlie beginning) to V. or sanie otlier rdated kry  (at the end). -1 Iir 

iciirioii coiiiiii~irts ro build throuyli the developrnent section. wlirre tlir nrw ke! is 

cyilorcd. Fiiially. in die recapitulation. material froiii tlie esposition returns i i i  rlic toiiic 

Lc!: iIiis is the apex. From rliere. the tension decreases until tiiially die piece ends \\ . i t l i  x i  

;iiiiliriiiiç cadence. sigiialling a total relaxation of tension. 



Exiiiipie 7. Dynamic Foriii. or Shape" 

Tonal: tonicdominant dominant/modulations I O ~ C  

Tüblc 3. Contributing Factors to Increases in Energy 

.\Ioiioplion!. Polypkony 

Proci-essiue rhytliiiiic agitation Gradua1 addition of wices 
4 quarters. eiglitlis. sisteenths) 

~ ' O I I ~ O U I .  tli~-b~~lc'ncti Espanding irgistc'r- 
( iiici-casingl! \\idsi- inslodic 
leaps. dissonant nidodic 
iiitenals) Co~itour turbulenct. 

~'li~*o~iiatici~iii  - xcidentals associated Rliythiiiic agitatioii a11101ig \,ciicc's 
\ \ . i r h  toi~icizatioii and Augii~siitatioii. diiiiiiiiition. iii\txsioti. - i i . ~ ~ i i c \  

iiiod~ila~ion (faniiliar Baroque con~positioi~d c h  ICL",) 

"l'he làr-reacliiiig iiiodulatory and sequential sclieiiicts. uiiiisual kc! ai-r-~itiyriiici~i'. 

aiid appareiit lack of large-scale tonic return in Roiiiantic music Iead Kurtli ro L u i s  

;~riciiiioii eiiiirely oii tonal forin."" Kurtli conipared Roniantic iiiiisic. wlicrr. Iiiiriiioii~ 

~ ~ i i i e d  IO iiiove auPa) lioiii points of tonal closure. to Classical iiiusic. ~*lisr<r ilic 

liai-iiioii). seeiiied to niove toward tonal closure. In the Classical pcriod. the toiiic \vas ilic 



goal. \r+lieiws in Roinantic music tlir modulations uere the goal: 

One can characterize the opposition of late Romanticism and Classicisiii i i i  

tliat the latter. with al1 expansion of proportions and witli niodulations 
reaching so far. emphasizes the closed arch form, tonal integration. whilr 
Romanticism. by contrast ...[ emphasizes] the flowing forces. the endless 
possi bilities of modulation ... Therefore even in closed forms. which returii 
ro the main key. i t  is often oiily a reniote substructure. concealed and 
o\.erruii wi th digressions.<"' 

Nrttiirally for Kurtli. modulation and evading of tlir toiiic points to oiie tliing: 

iciisioii. Tciision builds in music the longer rlie tonic is awided. and Rotlifarb States iliar 

iti die Roniaiitic period this lead to a new kind of tonality: so-called '-tensioii toiialir!" 

171-sfiri-sd the "striving toward and allusions to an ideal but unstated tonic" ro tliz nctiial 

h1;ii:iiir stniciiiciit of the tonic."' As Kurtli put it: 

I'lie iiiiponaiice o:':lie soirmi [of the tonic] is çoiiipleisly siipplai~ted b!- tlie 
iiiiportai~ce of the rotsioit. The soin~d [of the ronic] is no longer neccsstir) 
if the srriving of /he iidi directed tou-ard it  is pressnt. I t  [tlir striving] 
siiftices for the sensation of key and tonic. not only sufficcs bur ratlier i i i  

iiiiicli yreater. niore intensive measure is its bcarrr."' 

""fioiii Ron~untische Harrnonik. pp. 328-19. quotrd and traiislaird in Rotlifarb. i ' l t ~ w i - i r ~  

m/ . - h d J s / ,  199. 
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Forrii in Brdirter 

M'hile several works were published on Bruckner's symphonies prior io Kiirtli's 

B~*ircknei-. '-Kunh was the first ... to go beyond topographical analyses and to delw irito i I x  

ver!. pliilosopliical and artistic fibre of the music.'"' By the time Kurth publislied 

B I - I I C ~ I I L V - .  liis ideas on music theory had niatured as s h o w  by the fact that lie anal! z d  

tlir iiiiir iiiinibered symplionies of tlie composer. 1 have assenibled a list of iiiiporiaiii 

ici-nis thrit K~irtli used in the analyses in Bruckner. and that 1 used i i i  i i i y  own anal! sis. 

Brcause the niaterial is so differeiit from standard musical termiiiology. O tieii 1 

\\ils I - C ~  ~ii~-cd. i i i  drfiniiig a terni. to rekr to one or several otlier ternis iiot > et dc.tiiir.~i. 

Railler tliaii alpliabetiziiig tlie ternis. thrrefore. 1 decidrd to presrnt tlieni in ordel- dt' 

i~iip~ri:iii~e. w i t h  iiiost iniportaiit ternis tirsi. Iollou.ed by inore iiiid niore pei-iplie~il 

ICI-111s. 

Tlic reader will waiit (or  nrsd) to consult tliis section rrpeatcdly. as i i  prepai-c.3 ilic 

riiinlysis 1 pi-rsriit in Cliapter 3. 

"JRotlifarb. Thearis~ rrnd Annljsr. 192. Max Auer. August Halm. and Os kar Lang 
al1 piiblislied books on Bruckner prior to Kunli. 



Important Kurthian Tems and Concepts 

Wave. Kurth beiieved that in order to understand Bmckner's 

"thematic content, arrangement, construction [and] outline.. . [one rnust 
illustrate] how basic symphonic motions appear in developmental wmes, as 
energetic events, in light of which themes and, iikewise, the fûrther 
expansion up through the formal design as a whole first become 
understandable (emphasis mine)."' 

Dewiopmentol waves are the units of overall symphonic motion for Kurth just as motives 

are the units of dynamic phrases in Bach's music.' In order to ment a dynamic wave, any 

piece of music or any important section within the music must have three parts: a penod 

of INTENSIFICATION', a climax or APEX. and a period of DE-NENSXFICATION.~ Kunh 

explains that symphonic music proceeds fiom the larger waves back to the smaller 

component waves, Le., fiom the whoIe back to the detail. Thus a hierarchical structure 

presents itself; elements of large-scale waves can be seen in the smaller-scale waves. The 

overall form of a symphonic movement, then, is the result of a process. the shaping of 

developmental waves within a work. Figure 1 shows this hierarchy of waves. The motion 

of the component waves (the smallest-scale waves) not oniy govems the smali-scale 

motives and phrases in a work, but also contnbutes to the shape of the developmental 

3 Whenever a word used in a definition has an entry of its own in this section it will 
appear in bold, small capitals. 

4 Kurth describes this in Gmndlagen des linearen Kontrclpzrnkts ( 1 9 1 7), in 
discussing linear writing and fom in the music of J. S. Bach. 



waves on a larger level. 

Figure 1. Hierarchy of Waves 

Symphonic Wave 

Developrntntal W aves 

eA\  
Componcot W avcs 

Example 8 shows a passage from the second theme-group of the first movernent of the 

sixth symphony.' This passage outlines what Kurth would cal1 a component wave. The 

way this wave unfolds will determine the shape of subsequent component waves in this 

piece. This is the first theme of the second theme-group, and the first violins have the 

melody. This melody rises and then falls, outlining a wave shape in itself (marked on the 

example with arrows). There is no ADDITION or SUBTRACTION OF VOICES in these four 

measures, but the widest register span is on the downbeat of m. 5 1. between the basses 

and the first violins (39 semitones--between A in the bass and c2 in the first violin) 

According to Kurth, the wider the register span in a passage, the greater the 

'~hroughout the subsequent examples and analyses I wili define every notated pan 
as apart, and any independent line or melody as a voke. Thus a voice might be compnsed 
of one or many parts playing in unison, whereas a part could be the same as a voice, or it 
might be just a unison or octave doubling. 
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intensification. In this case, therefore, I will use register span as the determiring factor of 

the apex point, and this coincides with the fact that the highest melody note in the violins' 

theme also occurs on the downbeat of m. 5 1 .  The RHYTHMK AGITATION decreases 

slightly after the apex slowing fiorn nine attacks per measure in mm. 49-50 to six attacks 

per measure in mm. 5 1-52. According to Kurth this constitutes a daintensification, and 

contributes to the downward ARCH of this component wave. 

Example 8. First Movement, mm. 49-52 
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Apex. Kurth used this word to describe the point of maximum tension, or the climax, in a 

WAVE. 

Intensification and De-intensification. Intensification is the tem Kurth used to describe 

the experiential effiect that results when musical events show progressive increase of one 

sort or another. Possibilities include increase in energy (for example, in loudness or in 

fiequency, as in a crescendo, or an ascending line or series of entrances at ever-higher 

pitch levels), or in density (for example, in the number of parts or in rhythmic activity--see 

AGITATION). According to Kurth intensifications in music are accomplished by the 

composer in various ways: "gradua1 ADDITION OF VOICES. expanding register, [and] 

contour turbulence, or rhythmic AGITATION among v~ ices . "~  Any of these can occur in 

reverse order to effect a de-intensification. Bruckner employed many of these techniques 

in the Sixth Symphony, as will be seen in Chapter 3. 

Arching. Kurth mainly used the term arch to describe a component of a WAVE, and 

usually with the qualifier "upward" or "downward in front of it. For Kurth an "arch" was 

not the complete half-circle shape that we envision today (as in an "arch bridge" for 

example-see figure 2). For Iiim, the word denved f iom the verb, to arch; the process of 

arching. Therefore, Kurth's upward arch is the begiming of the above figure; the 

beginning of an arching motion (see figure 3a). Simiiarly a downward arch would resemble 

'Rot hfarb, Selected Writings, 1 93 . 



the end of an arching motion (see figure 3b). 

Figure 2. Modem-day Notion of Arch-as in "Arch Bridge" 

Kurth also applied this notion of an upward or downward arch to musical events (see 

SURGE). 

Figure 3. Kurth's Notion of Arch; a) upward and b) downward 

a) 6) 

/ Upward Arch 
y, Downward Arch 
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Surge. Kurth used the word "surge" to describe melodic motion covenng a large number 

of intervais in a short amount of tirne.' If a group of instruments (flutes for exampie) were 

playing a melody with a range of only four pitches, then suddedy leapt up one octave and 

continued the same melody in the new register, that octave jump would constitute an 

upward surge. Kurth rnight also describe this motion as A R C ~ G  upward, or creating an 

tipward urch. 

There are several examples of surges in Bruckner's Sixth Symphony. In the second 

movement, for instance, the energy accurnulated over the first ten measures is 

considerable. The violas. cellos and basses play a unison f on beat I of measure 1 On beat 

2 the violins begin the main theme one octave above, on f l .  The beginning of an upward 

ARCH is created by this octave leap--a surge in itself The ADDITION OF VOICES in this 

section was discussed above. The introduction of the oboe in m. 5 ,  with its contrasting 

timbre. rhythm, melody, and register, contributes to the intensification. Finally, the 

dynamics also increase throughout this section. fiom piano in m. 1 to forte in m. 9. Kunh 

would consider this intensification the "cause" of a massive surge in the violins in m. 1 1 

(see example 9). The main theme is stated in the violins, beginning in m. 1. The entire 

theme (fiom mm. 1 - 10) has a range fiom a to b b ', and in mm. 9- 10 the pitches a' - c $ I l  are 

repeated. 1 will give more attention to the main theme later but for now it will suffice to 

focus on the upward surge of nearly two octaves (21 semitones) in the violins, fiom mm. 

10-1 1 .  

'~othfarb, Selecfed Writi~igs, 157. Kurth used this word to describe the clarinet 
entrance ir? m. 1 1 of the fouah movement of the Sixth Syrnphony. 
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As I mentioned earlier, higher fiequency (i-e., register) for Kunh meant higher 

tension. A sudden, drastic change in register therefore signified a more irnmediate increasr 

in intensification. Kurth aiso recognized dowmard surges in register, if the amount of 

energy in a line decreased to the point of not being able to support its current register. 

Fomard Motion. I will use this term penodically to descnbe the sense of momentum the 

listener can expenence in music. The more tension created, the more one is drawn into the 

music and "propelled" toward a climax, and from there toward resolution. This is not 

necessady Kurth's term, but 1 believe it is related to his notion of INTENSIFICATION in 

music, and 1 will use the two interchangeably. 

Striving. This is not Kurth's tenn. Generdly, I will use this tenn interchangeably with 

"ARCHING," and " F O R W ~  MOTION" (e.g. Forward motion = forward striving, Upward 

archng = upward striving). 

Addition or subtraction of parts. Kurth believes that adding voices or parts increases 

tension in a passage of music, and that subtracting pans has the opposite eEect. The 

texture is thickened by the addition of instruments, and often the complexity of the surface 

rhythm (i-e., number of attacks per beat or per masure) increases as well. A good 

example of this technique can be found in the first twenty-four measures of the second 

movement (see example 10). 
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The movement opens with six parts sounding in the strings (including divisi violas). In m. 

5 the first oboe enters, followed in m. 6 by the temporary addition (for only two beats) of 

two more parts, oboe 2 and clarinet. In m. 9, the now nine-part texture increases to 

fourteen parts (clarinet, bassoons 1-2, and homs 1-3 added; violas no longer divisi). At. 

m. 1 1, the texture thickens fiirther, to seventeen parts, with the addition of flutes 1-2 and 

trumpets 1-2 (hom 3 exits afler two beats). At. mm. 13- 14 the temre  thickens to tutti 

with the addition of horns 3-4 and trombones 1-3 for a total of 24 pans. Only timpani is 

rnissing. Beginning imrnediately in m. 15, the reverse process occurs as parts begin to 

disappear, first with the loss of al1 winds and brasses except for homs (1 0 pans--violins 2 

and violas are divisi). At. m. 17 oboes 1-2 and clarinets 1-2 retum, and timpani appears for 

the first time, but the strings are reduced to only 'cellos and basses, and oniy one attack 

per measure at that. In m. 20 only the oboes, clannets, first horn and timpani remain (6 

pans). The texture is reduced fbrther in mm. 23-24 to four horns oniy. One can see then. 

that the movement began with few voices (strings only), rose to a near tutti at m. 13. then 

gradually voices exit out until only the homs remained at the end of the section. at m. 24. 

Agitations. Agitation is a term Kurth used to describe several aspects of rhythm. A single 

line of melody can become more agitated if the rhythrnic activity increases. Rhythmc 

agitation has to do with the number of notes sounding successively for a given unit of 

duration. If a single part or voice was moving in steady quarter-notes, then changed to 

eighths, sixteenths, or a dotted rhythm, its rhythm would be described by Kurth as 

becorning more "agitated." So would a change from a simple division of the beat (e.g.. 



eighth-notes or triplet-eighths) to a complex subdivision (e-g., triplet eighths against 

eighths). Bruckner uses both of these techniques in the Sixth Symphony. The combination 

of different subdivisions of the beat pervades the f k t  movement, beginning in the very 

first measure (exarnple I 1). The violins (doubling each other at the octave), play an 

ostinato-type iine below which the main theme will enter two masures later (in m. 3) .  The 

ostinato's rhythm is composed of two altemating pans: a dotted-eighth.sixteenth rhythm 

(duple division of the beat); and three triplet eighth-notes (triple division of the beat) This 

is a linear mking of subdivisions. In m. 4 there is a vertical mixture of subdivisions when 

the low strings play triplet quarter notes against the violins' ostinato (refer again to 

example 1 1). The violins present a duple division of the beat (which is the half-note) (four 

quarter notes in a measure), and the low strings a triple division (six quarter notes in a 

measure) . 

Example 1 1.  First Movement, mm. 1-6 



Example 12. Second Movement, mm. 45-52 

In the second movement Bruckner uses agitation in a different w a y h e  alters the 

surface rhythm of the piece in order to decreare tension. Beginning in m. 45. there is a 

repeated rising sixteenth-note pattern in the first violins (see example 12). In mm. 49-50 

the sarne figuration is taken up by the cellos and basses, except in rhythmic augmentation 

where eighths replace sixteenths. This rhythmic augmentation continues two bars later. as 

the eighths change to quarter-notes. 1 will show later how both types of rhythmic 

agitation descnbed above contribute dynamically to the work. 

Registral exchange. When ~NTENSIFICATION approaches a climax, it is common for a 

theme that previously occurred in a low register to recur in a higher register. Since. for 

Kurth, higher frequency signalled more energy, he saw this as a manifestation of 

intensification. He called this specific form of intensification "registral exchange." There is 



an exarnple of this phenomenon in the first movement. at the apex of the first thematic 

cornplex. Notice first of ail that in the fim statement of the main theme (mm. 3-6) the 

theme itselfis in the Iow strings, while the violins play a dupldtriple rhythm above (see 

exarnple 1 1). An intensification takes place from mm. 1-24, leading to the APEX of the 

first developrnental WAVE at m. 25. This apex marks an large release of the energy that 

has built up over the first 24 measures, signailed by several factors (see 

~NTENSIFICATIONS AND DE-INTENSIFICATIONS). One can see in example 13 that the 

main theme is now in a high register. K U R ~  rnight describe the previous intensification as 

having forced the "principal line.. .up into the high register" while the high "quiverin-" 

motive (in the violins) has descended to the Iow strings and tyrnpani, and now provides the 

foundation for the main themeW(see example 1 3).' 

Example 13. First Movement, mm. 25-28 
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Tiering. Sometimes in a section where one would expect an INTENS~FICX TION, the 

melodic material appears to exhibit a dowmard tendency more characteristic of a 

decrease in tension. There is just such a problem in the introduction to the Finale. This 

being the introduction, the main theme has not yet appeared, and one would expect that 

the role of this introductory section is to create an intensification preparing the entrance of 

the main theme. However, observe the violins' melody in mm. 3-6. which serves as 

thematic materiai for the entire introduction (see example 14). It is a dowmvard STRIYLXG 

melody, moving in a step-wise pattern from f '  in m. 3 to dl in m. 6 .  This material is 

exploited in various ways throughout the introduction (mm. 1-28). but the downward 

striving tendency is never lost. How. then. can there be a sense of intensification in this 

section? Kunh explains thar ''Bruckner is fond of...large tierings. whose individual 

component motions do  in fact lead downward fiorn the very outset. but which build up 

linked series' of  intensification^."^ The downward lines in the violin in a sense "correct" 

themselves by occasional upward leaps, and this gives each of these lines an individual 

UND~LATING shape. Even though the violins' melody in mm. 3-6 exhibits a downward 

motion, it surges upward again in m. 7, and this provides the line with a fonvard-strivine 

tendency. 

Kurth himself would probably agree that tiering alone does not create enough 

energy to sustain a large section like an introduction. In chapter 3 1 show how a 

combination of factors contribute to the overall intensification of this introduction toward 

the exposition, and the entrance of the main theme. 

%o thfarb, Selected Writings, 1 5 6. 



Example 14. Fourth Movement, mm. 3-6 

Unduiations. "[Tlhe examination of symphonie music can also proceed fiom the larger 

undirlatiorzs, whose course more properly refers back to the smallest component WAVES 

(emphasis rnine)."1° Note the word imdtrlations in the above quotation; what does Kunh 

mean by "undulation"? The meaning is fairly clear in the quotation literally several small 

waves in a row creating a larger undulating pattem, similar to the pattern a snake would 

leave in the sand (see figure 5). Although several examples of undulations exist in the 

Sixth Symphony, a simple illustration can be  made using mm. 14 1 - 144 of the first 

movement (see example 15). These are the last four measures of the exposition; the 

development section begins in m. 145. 



Figure 5. 

Undulating Pattern 

The first flute (the only active voice here) is called upon to link these two sections, so that 

the energy does not die out altogether. In order to cany the remainine energy from the 

exposition to the development there is an undulating pattern in its melody which conveys a 

sense of EQWLIBRNM because of its repetition, but which also keeps a srna11 amount of 

FORWARD MOTION due to the steady eighth-note triplets. The undulating effect cornes in 

the pitches themselves: f3  down to g ' and back up again, over and over for four rneasures 

Example 1 5 .  First Movement, mm. 14 1 - 144 
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The image of undulations is often closely associated with the notion of TIERLNG, 

as Kunh explains: "Such an undulant buildup that arises from downward hastening tiers is. 

on a large scaie, one of the most powefil formal ideas[;] a fonvard urgency transcending 

constantly waning and newly waxing forces."" 

Equilibrium and Exact Directional Reversal. This phenornenon occurs when two 

energetic events (one WENSIFYING and the other DE-INTENSIFYMG) cancel each other 

out, thus keeping the energy static for a shon penod of time within a section. The effect of 

equilibrium is not to stop FORWARD MOTION altogether, but rather to hold the energy at a 

certain level so as not to intensifi or de-intensiQ too quickly. A sense of equilibriurn is 

ofien created by an Eroct Directional Reversai. In the first rnovement, the horn plays two 

shon passages that sound as if they are "echoing" the theme from the basses and cellos. 

The first is in mm. 5-8 (see example 16). In mm. 5-6 the cellos and basses complete their 

theme with a doned half note. quarter note, then half note. In mm. 7-8, the first horn 

repeats this gesture up a third. The second statement of "theme-echo" (mm. 1 1 - 14) 

represents the same timbra1 shift (low strings to horns), but it is an "exact directional 

reversal" compared to the first statement; the bass theme ascends instead of descending. 

and the horn echo leaps down instead of up (see example 17). 

There is another example of "equilibrium" in mm. 15- 1 8 (see exarnple 18). For 

each of the two upward surges in the cellos and basses, there is a downward "echo" in the 

following measure in the flutes and oboe. 



Example 16. First Movement, mm. 5-8 

Hom 

V* 



Example 17. First Movement, mm. 1 1-14 
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Example 18. First Movement, mm. 15- 18 
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Void. When Kurth uses the t e m  "void," he is refemng to an effect of notliingness created 

in the music, rather than to nothingness itself It is a relative idea of inactive. 

"background matenal as opposed to active. "foreground melodic material. At the 

beginning of the first movement, for example, there is a contrast created between the high 

ostinato in the violins (m. 1) and the main theme in the low strings which enters two 

measures later (see exarnple 10). When the theme begins it "occasions the contrasting 

effect of evolved material and a void.. .the opposition of sonic mass and sonic space "" 

The high strings' ostinato therefore creates the efFect of a void into which cornes the main 

theme. or "active energetic gesture."'3 



CHAPTER 2 

SONATA DESIGN IN MOVEMENTS 1, II, N 

In this chapter 1 will familiarize the reader with movements 1, II, and IV of 

Bruckner's Sixth Symphony, the principal themes, and sectional divisions. By identi-ing 

the cornponent parts of sonata design for each movement using conventional musical 

teminology. 1 wiIl introduce the reader to the material I have chosen for the "Kurthian" 

analysis in Chapter 3. The analysis I present in this chapter is based on my own 

interpreration. as weli as two published analyses of this symphony.' When my analysis 

differs from those of Doernberg and Lansevin, or where 1 have adopted their 

interpretations 1 state as much in footnotes. 

Figures 1, 7, and 8 show the basic sonata structure of each of the three movernents 

respectively. Measure numbers mark the beginnings of sections: large sectional divisions 

(e .g  , beginnings of theme groups) are labelled above the measure numbers. and 

subdivisions of these sections (individual themes) are denoted by number only (e-g.. 1 . 1 .  

2.1) are labelled in betweene2 Key areas are located between the subdivision labels and the 

measure numbers: upper-case letters represent major keys, and lowercase letters represent 

minor keys on these figures. A pedal does not necessarily represent a key area, only the 

t E. Doernberg, The L f e  and Symphonies of Anton Bruckner (London: Bame and 
Rockcliff, 1968)' 174- 182, and Paul-Gilben Langevin, Anton Bruckner: Apogée de la 
Symphotzie (Lausanne: L'Age D'homme, 1977), 160-166. 

'~ereafler 1 will denote themes with two numbers separated by a period: Theme 
l.l=fïrst theme group - first theme. (Theme 2.1 would therefore represent the first theme 
of the second theme group and so on.) 
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repetition of a certain @ch in a bass voice over several measures. Prolongation. however. 

refers to a certain k y  that is repeated over several masures. Parenthetical information on 

this h e  (e.g., "V of E )  applies to passages which emphasize a current key area by special 

hannonic relation, but which do not themselves represent key areas. 1 refer to cadences by 

the following abbreviations on these figures: P.A.C. (Perfect Authentic Cadence); I.A.C. 

(Imperfect Authentic Cadence); H.C. (HaIf Cadence); P.P.C. (Perfect Plagal Cadence); 

I.P.C. (Imperfect Plagal Cadence). Cadences are marked below rneasure numbers on 

figures 1 ,  7, and 8. 1 identie two types of transitional passages: 1 use the term "bridge" to 

describe the transitional passage in the exposition and the recapitulation that occurs 

between the first and second theme groups where it serves to accomplish the modulation 

from the tonic key to the secondary key; al1 other transitions 1 cal1 "transitions." Finally. ir  

should be noted that in the first and fourth movements I identiq three theme groups, and 

in the second two theme groups and a closing theme. In this case 1 use "closing theme" to 

descnbe a third theme group containing only one theme. 

There are several similadies and differences among the three movements. The 

first and fourth movements are similar because they contain three theme groups and a 

codetta. The second movement contains two theme groups, and a closing theme, but no 

codetta. The fourth movement has an introduction to the exposition while the first and 

second do not. 

Some of the analytical problems 1 encountered in identifjmg theme groups were 

due to Bruckner's chromatic, sequential developmental passages that tend to obscure the 

current key area, as well as his apparent penchant for the avoidance of tonal closure at 
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section-endings. Another aspect of Bruckner's writing that makes harmonic anaiysis 

difficult is his enharmonie notation in the woodwinds (where he tends to use flats) versus 

the strings (where he tends to use s h a r ~ s ) . ~  However, an exhaustive harmonic analysis of 

this symphony is not the purpose of this paper, and indeed would only distract the reader 

from the more important analysis presented in Chapter 3 .  Therefore I only discuss the 

cadence points and key areas (whether definite or ambiguous) of important sectional 

divisions and thematic groups. 

First Movement - Majestoso (A Major) 

Exposition 

First Theme Group' 

This movement begins in A major. The first two measures comprise introducto? 

material in the first and second violins. There are two themes in the first theme group 

(which 1 will refer to as themes 1 . 1  and 1.2). the first stated in the tonic and the second in 

the dominant. Theme 1.1 begins in m. 3, in the cellos and basses. and is a four-bar unit 

(see example la). Theme 1.2 begins in m. 15 (also in the low strings), and is a two-bar 

unit (see example 1 b). Although shoner than the first phrase (at two measures instead of 

3 One such example is in the second movement, m. 125. The D b ,  B b. A b, and G b 
in the flutes' melody are written as C #, A#, G#,  and F# (respectively) in the same 
melody in the vioiins. 

4 1 recognize two themes in this group. Langevin identifies the same two, while 
Doernberg has labelled four. Both writers identified the first theme-group as comprising 
mm. 1.048, as 1 have. 







four), it is more rhythmically "active," in that it incorporates more notes of shoner 

duration than the first phrase. These two thenies make up a simple period, shown in figure 

2. This period closes with an imperfect authentic cadence (I.A.C.) in the tonic (A-major) 

but the cadence coincides with the beginning of the parallel period at m. 25 (i.e., it is an 

elided cadence). This is the first authentic cadence of the movement, and it firmiy 

establishes the key of A major. 

Figure 2 First Movement, mm. 1-24 

Period 

ant ecedent consequent 
7 7 

m. 1 2 3 14 15 20 21 
(introduction) Theme 1.1 Theme 1.2 (bridge) 

A (1) E (V) E 

24 25 
Theme 1 . 1  

A 
(elided 1.A.C ) 

Example 1. First movement, first theme group 

a) Theme 1.1, mm. 2-6 



Example lb)  Theme 1.2, mm. 15-16 

c) Bridge, mm. 4 1 4 3  

Measure 25 marks the beginning of a period which parallels the first in length (24 

measures) and restates both themes 1.1 and 1.2. In this restatement the key scheme 

changes to prepare the second theme group (see figure 3). Therne 1.2 begins in B (which 

is V N ) .  but moves through a long succession of chords (with a harmonic about once per 

beat) to B b at the beginning of the bridge, C7 (V of F) at m. 43, finally preparing e rninor 

in mm. 47-48, which is the principal key of the next theme group. Bruckner uses the 

dotted-eighth-plus-sixteenth-note motive fiorn the second phrase to create the bridge 

(shown in figure 3) in mm. 41-48 (see exarnple c), which leads to the beginning of the 

second theme-group at m. 49. Notice that there is no authentic cadence at the end of the 

first theme-group; instead it occurs in the middle, at m. 25. Although the key of E-minor 

seems to be introduced, there are no preceding or subsequent chords to indicate a cadence 

of any kind. T herefore? Bruckner avoids closure at the end of the first theme group by 

including no definite cadence. The next theme group begins in m. 49 in E-rninor, but as 



Bruckner also avoids an authentic cadence throughout the second theme group this key is 

never 6nnly established. 

Figure 3. First Movement, mm. 25-48 

Period 
1 

antecedent 
I 

consequent 
I 1 - 
m. 25 36 37 40 41 48 49 
A (1) B (VN) e(v) 
Theme 1 . 1  Theme 1.2 (Bridge) 

Second Theme Group 

The second theme group can be divided into two main sections. The first States the 

four themes of this theme group: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 and has an ambiguous fom and 

harmonic stnicture (set: figure 4).' Theme 2.1 is in E-minor (at m. 49), and the melody is 

in the first violins (see exarnple 2a). The first harmonic ambiguity is that the key of E- 

minor is never clearly established with a strong cadence, although several B-major chords 

occur in theme 2.2. Theme 2.2 (mm. 53-56) contains a contrasting melody to that of 

theme 2.1 (see example 2b). There is a Perfect Plagal Cadence on E in m. 57, wherr 

theme 2.1 returns. The D b chords at m. 61 indicate Bruckner's move away from the E- 

rninor key area when theme 2.3 enrers (this theme is shown in example 2c) .  Theme 2.4 

(mm. 69-72; see example 2d) hovers around the D-major scale, and then F-major as it is 

repeated a third higher in m. 7 1. Finally, the transition in mm. 73-80 exhibits a pedal on A 

' ~ e e  figure 1. Whereas 1 have labelled two themes in this group, Langevin has 
identified three (mm. 49, 53, 69). Doenberg's analysis shows the same two as mine. 



When theme 2.1 reenters in m. 8 1,  it is on an imperfect plagal cadence sirnilar to the one at 

m. 57. Again this is as close as Bruckner cornes to f i d y  establishing E (major or minor) 

as a key area. 

Figure 4. First Movement, mm. 49-80 

n ~ ~ n n ~ ~ n  
m.49 53 57 61 69 73 
E-min. B-major E-min. (various harmonies) pedal on A 
2.1 2.2 2.1 2.3 2.4 (Transition) 

(repeat ed) 

Example 2.  First movement, second theme group 

a)  Theme 2.1, m. 49-52 

b) Theme 2.2, mm. 53-54 

I 

Oboc I.Viokn 1 - 

r . 
m 

c) Theme 2.3, mm. 61-62 



Example 2d) Theme 2.4, mm. 69-70 

e) Theme 2.1, major key, mm. 8 1-84 

f) Theme 2.3, modified, mm. 89-90 

The second section of the second theme group consists of a single period in which 

theme 2.1 is restated in the parallel major key (E-major), and theme 2.3 is also restated 

(see figure 5). Theme 2.1 is restated at m. 8 1 in E-major by flutes. oboes, and first clannet. 

as well as violins and viola (see example 2e). There is short transitional passage (the 

bridge in figure 5) in mm. 87-88 in the violins and violas, and then theme 2.3 re-enters, 

modified but still charactenzed by triplet quarter-notes and eighth-notes against duple 

quarter-notes in the bass (mm. 89-92; see example 2f). This period ends with an elided 
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cadence that coincides with the beginning of the third theme group. It is not an authentic 

cadence, but a deceptive cadence (V- 4 M in E-major). Thus the second theme group 

implies the dominant key, beginning in e minor, moving to E major (at m. 8 1 ), and encing 

on the dominant of E (B major). 

Figure 5. First Movement, mm. 8 1 - 100 

Period 
I I 

antecedent consequent 
1 1 I 1 

m. 81 87 89 1 O0 
2.1 (Trans. ) 2.3 
E dominant pedal on B 

Third Theme Group 

Theme 3.1 begins with C-major harmony, at m. 10 1, but moves sequentially up by 

a step-wise harmonic succession (through bass-notes D, E. F, G, and A) to B-major 

hamony in m. 1 O7 (see example 3a).' Although theme 3.1 ends in B-major. theme 3 -2  

begins in C-major. It lasts four measures (mm. 1 1 1 - 1 14); however. C-major is not firmly 

established since this theme is also treated sequentially (see example 3b). 

In m. 1 15 a transition begins. whose function is also modulatory (see esample 3c).  

The harmony changes every half beat, ending in m. 120 with a German augmented sixth 

chord that resolves to a 614 chord on D on the downbeat of m. 12 1.  This 614 chord 

signais the end of the third theme group, and we see that again Bruckner has avoided 

6Doemberg recognizes two themes in this group, as have 1. 1 have also adopted his 
labelling of m. 12 1 as a codetta. Langevin identifies oniy one third theme (beginning at m. 
1 O 1) and no codetta. 



definitive ciosure here. 

Example 3.  First movernent, third theme group 

a) Theme 3.1, mm. 101-102 

b) Theme 3.2, mm. 11 1-1 12 

c) Transition, mm. 117-1 12 



Codetta 

A codetta beglns in m. 12 1 on a 6/4 chord on D that resolves to 5/3 in m. 125. It 

ernploys the triplet-eighth rhythm that has pervaded the rnovement thus far, but the lyrical 

quality of this passage contrasts the staccatos of the previous theme (from example 3c; see 

exampie 4). That Bmckner chose D major (the subdominant of A) irnplies a dorninant 

preparation for V (E-major) in mm. 137-144. D serves as a pedd point for the thernatic 

matenal from mm. 12 1 - 128, at which point it changes to C major for two measures (mm 

129-130), followed by a pedai on A from mm. 13 1- 1%. It is true that A-minor is the tonic 

minor key, but there is no authentic cadence at this point. Rather. there is a half cadence 

as the harmony moves from A-rninor to E-major at m. 137. As figure 6 shows. the whole 

codetta can be interpreted as an extended half cadence The exposition ends therefore in 

the secondary key area, the dominant (E-major). Rather than beginning the  development 

section in the same key, however, Bruckner modulates to the mediant through a 

transitional passage in mm. 14 1 - 144. This is shown below in my discussion of the 

development section. First, however. 1 thought it prudent to examine the recapitulation 

and its parailelisms to the exposition. 

Example 4. First rnovement, beginning of codetta, mm. 12 1 - 122 



Figure 6. First Movement, mm. 12 1- 144 

CA 
Half Cadence 

Recapitulation 

The recapitulation begins at m. 209, with a restaternent of therne 1 . 1  in the tonic - 

Matenal from theme 1.2 is restated in mm. 2 19-228, whereupon theme 1 . 1  reappears in 

the cellos and basses. Instead of a direct restatement, theme 1 .  I is developed by the cellos 

and b m e s  fiom mm. 229-240, where it is taken over by the tmmpets and transformed into 

transitional matenal fiom mm. 24 1-244. 

The second theme-group is restated in mm. 245-274, vinually unchanged from its 

first appearance in the exposition. There is a restatement of theme 2.3 in mm. 275-2234, 

whch is intempted in the middle by a grand pause (m. 280). From mm. 285-304 the 

third theme-group is restated. At m. 305 there begins a four-measure dominant 

prolongation (based on codetta material) which resolves to the tonic on the downbeat of 

m. 309. 

Table 1 compares the important keys and cadence points above with those of 

similar regions in the recapitulation. There are several differences in key structure 

between the exposition and the recapitulation. The second theme group, for instance, 

7 With the exceptions mentioned above in the exposition, 1 have adopted 
Doernberg's, and Langevin's analyses of the layout of the Recapitulation and Coda. 
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which originally implied the dominant key area (E-major), in the recapitulation centres 

around the submediant key area (F -minor). Rather than being doser to the tonic key 

than it was in the beginning, the second theme-group is more distant. Both statements of 

the third theme group include a chromatic sequence resulting in modulation, but in the 

exposition it leads to a German augmented sixth resolving to a 6/4 chord on D at the 

codetta and in the recapitulation it leads to a dominant prolongation (on E), resolving to 

the tonic at the coda. 

Table 1. Points of Cornparison between Exposition and Recapitulation 

Exposition Recapitulation 

1 st Theme 
Group 

2nd Theme 
Group 

3rd Theme 
Group 

I.A.C. in 1 (A) 
m. 25 

begins in 1 (A) m. 209 
I.A.C. in 1 m. 229 

based on dominant key area based on submediant key area 
begins in v (e) m. 49 begins in vi (ffl) m. 245 
ends in V N  (B) m. 100 ends in III (C $ )  m. 284 

begins in 4 III (C) m. 10 1 begins in IV (D) m. 285 
Cchromatic modulation through sequence) 

ends oi: Ger. Aug. 6th of D m. 120 ends in V (E) mm.305-308 

CodettdCoda begins with 6/4 chord on D begins in 1 (A) 
resolving to 5/3 m. 125 
ends in V (E) - H.C. I.A.C. 



Development 

There is a four-measure transition at the end of the exposition that leads inro the 

development section (see example 5a)! In these four measures (14 1-144) the first flute 

plays a running triplet-eighth figure in the secondary key area (E-major). On the 

downbeat of m. 145. the first violins take up this figure, transposing it down a minor third. 

and meanwhile the bassoons enter on an open fifih: C #  - G#. Thus althoueh the 

exposition ends in the dominant, Bruckner effects a quick transition to the rnediant (C $-  

minor), and the development section begins. 

Only two themes from the exposition are "developed" in this section: therne I I  

and theme 1.2. The triplet eighth-note motive from the transitional passage at the end of 

the exposition is exploited in several voices from the beg i~ ing  of the development section 

to m. 159. where an inverted version of theme 1 . 1  enters (see example 5b). The key 1s 

now G-major, and the theme is in the flutes and first violins. This invened theme passes 

through A-minor harmony in m. 167 and C-major harmony in m. 175 in moving up 

sequentially by thirds. Theme 1.2 enters at m. 183 (in the first hom) as D b-major becomes 

a brief tonal centre. This theme is also in an inverted form (see exarnple 5c) At m. 189 a 

dominant prolongation begins on B b (V of E b -major). This key is prolonged for six 

measures. and in m. 195 there is a P.A.C. in E b -major as theme 1.1 is restated (see 

example 5d). 

8 Both Doernberg and Langevin have identified the development section as starting 
at this point, as well as the false recapitulation at m. 195. 



Example 5. First movement, development section 

a) Transition from exposition, mm. 143-146 
-1 

b) Theme 1.1,  inverted, mm. 159- 162 

c) Theme 1 2, inverted, mm. 183- 184 

d) False recapitulation, mm. 195- 198 

A tutti fortissimo passage, it is sUNlar m. 25 in the exposition, and one might think that 

this is the beginning of the recapitulation. In fact it is a false recapitulation because the 

key is E b and not the tonic of A major. Bnickner continues theme 1.1 material through to 

m. 207, whereupon there is a short, two-measure dominant prolongation (on E. but with 

G# in the bass) which resolves to A-major with an 1. A.C. on the downbeat of m. 209. and 

the "real" recapitulation begins. 



Coda 

The coda begins in the tonic with a restatement of theme 1.1. The tonic key 

remains constant throughout; no other keys are introduced. Theme 1.1 provides the only 

thematic material for this section; none of the other thernes fiom ths movement are re- 

introduced. 

Second Movement - Adagio (F-minor) 

Exposition 

Theme 1.1  enters immediately in the first measure, and is a four-bar phrase in the 

violins (see example 6a).9 In m. 5 ,  while the first phrase is restated (in a truncated fom) a 

counter melody in the oboe appears (see example 6b).1° This obbligato line complements 

theme 1.1 by its higher register and shorter note-values, which give the impression of a 

faster rhythm. Although there is a weak hamonic progression fiom V6 to I6 (rninor) in 

mm. 12- 13, there is no strong cadence in the first theme group. The strongest cadence 

cornes with the elided 1.A.C on E at the beginning of the second theme group (m. 25) .  

Even this cadence is weakened by the leading-tone seventh chord in m. 24 that serves as 

? M y  analysis differs substantially fiom Langevin's, as he has identified this 
movement as having a sonata rondo fonn, or that of a "sonata without development 
[sonate sans développement]" (p. 164). The material 1 cal1 a bridge (mm. 49-52) 
Doernberg terms a "significant phrase" (p. 178). 1 have, however, adopted his 
identification of a third (my "closing") theme, as well as his analysis of the rest of the 
movement. 

''1 cal1 this counter-melody "Theme 1.1 - obbligato." 





the dominant-fùnction chord. 

Example 6. Second movement, first theme group 

a) Theme 1.1, mm. 1-4 

b) Theme 1.1  - obbligato, mm. 5-7 

There is an extended transitional passage before the second theme-group begins 

at m. 25. where theme 2.1 is stated in the violins (mm. 25-28; see example 7a). Theme 2 1 

is then repeated and modined, in various instmmentations, until the second theme of this 

group enters at m. 37 (see example 7b). Theme 2.2 is played by the flutes, second 

clarinets, and violins amid a tuai fortissimo passage, and is compnsed of mostly eighth- 

notes, while much of the exposition follows an ambiguous hannonic scheme. this theme is 

clearly in the dominant (C major). A second, developrnental statement of theme 2.1: over 

a pedal on G (mm. 4 1 -52), emphasizes this dominant key area. M e r  an initial. four-bar 

statement in mm. 4 1-44 (in the first violins), the rising sixteenth-note motive is extracted 

from this rnelody and used in an extended transitional passage from mm. 45-52 (see 

example 8, and Chapter 1, example 12). Augmentation slows down the pacing in 

preparation for the coming closing theme. 



Example 7. Second movement, second theme group 

a) Theme 2.1, mm. 25-28 

b) Theme 2.2. mm. 37-40 

Example 8. Theme 2.1 over pedal on G 

The closing theme of the exposition enters in m. 53 with an authentic cadence in 

A b-major (the theme is shown in example 9). Appearing in the first violins. the theme is 

characterized by a stately, solemn, dotted eighth-note pattern. The key of A b-major is not 

explored for long, however, as the theme is subjected to several transpositions, as well as 

modifications by the end of the exposition. There is no strong cadence at the end of the 

exposition. The development clearly begins in E b -minor, but if we consider this a 

temporary tonic, then it is difficdt to determine the harmonic fiinction of the D b-major 
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material in the preceding bar. This arnbiguous harmony leaves us again without a sense of 

closure even as the development section begins. 

Example 9. Second movement, closing theme, mm. 53-56 

Development 

The developrnent section begins at m. 69, and develops only matenal from the first 

theme group Theme 1.1  enters in m. 69 in the first hom: a tmncated version which 

includes only the first two m a u r e s  of the original phrase. From mm. 75-80 it is the last 

two measures (or second half) of theme 1. I that are featured. The theme 1 . 1  - obbligato 

comprises thematic material in the oboe and clannet from mm. 85-92. Specifically, it is 

the appoggiatura figure that originally appeared as G b-F (circled in example 6b) that is 

developed in these measures (see example 10a). This prepares the coming recapitulation in 

the manner of a retransition. The two-note motive foreshadows the retum of the obbligato 

in m. 93, at the same time as theme 1.1 reenters. Bruckner avoids cadential motion in this 

section and no single key area is f i d y  established. although several are alluded to. Theme 

I 1 is developed contrapuntally in mm. 77-80; the 'cellos and basses alternate statements 

of the second half of theme 1.1 with the clarinets. These statements overlap, however, as 

the clarinets enter on beat four compared with the 'cellos and basses beat-two entry (see 

example 1 Ob). At m. 8 1 the counterpoint ends and al1 parts playing theme 1.1 are in 

unison. 



Example 10. Second movement. development section 

a) Appoggiatura figure developed, mm. 85-89 

w 

b) Theme 1.1, contrapuntat development, mm. 77-79 

A cadence is avoided at the beginning of the recapitulation, although there is clear 

retum ofthe tonic key (f minor; m. 93). The development ends not with a chord but with a 

single note--B b --in the oboe. While this note could be interpreted as the 7th of V i  (C-E- 

G-B b ). there is insufficient harmonic support to confim such a readins. 

Recapitulation 

The recapitulation begins in m. 93 with the amval of the theme 1 . 1  in the  tonic In 

mm. 97- 1 13 theme 1 -2 is restated, also in the horns (origindly oboe matenal). The second 

theme group reappears in m. 1 14; theme 2.1 (formerly in the remote key of E major) is 

now presented in the tonic major (F major). Theme 2.2, however, onginally in the closely 

related key of C (V) is now in D b major ( b  VI). Figure 7 shows the prolongation of this 

key, via a transition in G b (subdominant of D b --mm. 129- I X ) ,  through the restatement 

of closing theme material in mm. 132-140 (in m. 140 D b is enharmonically respelled as 
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C #). Beginning in m. 141 theme 2 1 materid is developed and there is a dominant 

prolongation (on C) for sixteen measures which resolves to the tonic (F major now) at the 

coda (m. 157). Then there is a tonic pedal throughout the coda. 

M e r  such avoidance of tonal closure in the rest of this movement Bruckner seerns 

to cornpensate by placing a very definite P . A C  at the end of the recapitulation. 

Fourth Movement - Finale (A-minor. A-Major) 

Introduction - Exposition 

Uniike the first two movements. this rnovement begins with an introduction, thus 

delaying the exposition by 28 measures." I have several reasons for identiwng this 

passage as an introduction rather than as part of the exposition. For instance, the 

movement does not begin in the same key in which it ends: it begins in A-minor and ends 

in A-major. Theme 1 .1 ,  when it enters, is supposed to establish the principal key of the 

piece. The principal key, A-major, is nor established until m. 29. Secondly, there is such a 

thernatic contrast between the opening material and the matenal that begins at m. 29; the 

movement begins with a soft, lyrical passage, and becomes loud and marcato at m. 29. In  

the first movement, the quality of the first two themes is reversed: theme 1 . 1  is marcato, 

and theme 2.1 is lyrical. The fact that the thematic material at the beginning of the founh 

movement appears in this order is not necessarily unusual, but combined with other 

"1 deviate from the analyses of Langevin and Doemberg in identiSlng an 
introduction to this movement; neither of them have. Langevin has recognized the same 
layout of themes that 1 have labelled the first theme group; he just labels them differently. 







factors, it is a clue to there being an introduction. Finally, none of the matenal fiom mm. 

1-28 reappear in the recapitulation; that section begins with the theme fiom begins m. 29. 

The melodic materiai for the entire introduction is based on the 4-bar opening 

theme in the violins (see exarnple 1 1). The introduction is in A-rninor, but when the 

exposition begins at m. 29, A-major is firmiy established by several V-1 chord successions 

(mm. 29, 3 1,33, 3 5) embedded in theme 1.1 (see example 12a) These successions occur 

in place of an authentic cadence in the tonic in the first theme group. When this theme 

enters (in the brasses), the contrast to the introductory material is marked; not only in the 

change of mode (from rninor to major), but in the rhythm texture, and dynamics. 

Example 1 1 . Fourth movement. introduction, mm. 3-6 

Theme 1 .1  consists of two parts: what 1 term the "call" (mm. 29-30 beat 3 in 

woodwinds. horns. and strings) and the "response" (mm. 30 beat 3 - 30 beat 1 in brasses). 

The descending quarter-note motion in the woodwinds becomes the basis for theme 1.2, 

which begins in m. 40 (see example 12b). A third and final theme of this first theme-group 

appears in m. 53, in another tutti section marked forrississirno (@f - see example 12c). 

Harmonically. it might seem appropnate to regard this theme (in E-major) as beginning the 

second theme group, as one would expect the secondary key area at that point. 

Thematically, however, there is a definite "break" after this theme (in mm. 63-64), when 



ail parts exit for nearly two measures Save a single hom note (see example 1 3 a )  1 believe 

this is a firm indication of the end of the first theme group. Thus, this theme group ends in 

the secondaxy key area (E-major; see figure 8). 

Example 12. Fourth movement, first theme group 

a) Theme 1 . 1 ,  mm. 29-3 1 

Trom b . Tuba 
--p.- - 

b) Theme 1.2, mm. 40-43 

1 

c) Theme 1.3, mm. 53-55 
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The second theme group (beginning at m. 65) does not begin in the dominant, but 

in Gmajor ( h III of A-major; see example 13a). l2 Theme 2.1 (in violin 1 ) is four measures 

long, and violin 2 has a counter melody that is later doubled by the clannet (in mm. 69- 

72). Theme 2.2 is made up of two different two-bar units which alternate. 1 have called 

these x and y respectively and they are shown in example 13b. Theme 2.3, which first 

appears at m. 8 1, features chorde-like passages in the French hom which are then imitated 

by the violin 2, viola, cello and bass (see example 13c). The first violin plays a separate 

melody over top of the chorale-like matenai. A very brief theme 2.4 occurs in mm. 89-91 

(see example 13d). There is a brief return to the tonic in theme 2.4 but it is short-lived, as 

D b-major material is introduced in m. 93 in a restatement of theme 3.2. Theme 2.1 and 

then 1.2 are restated (with modifications) in mm. 97-1 12. Vanous harmonies are explored 

in this passage through an extended harmonic succession. This succession of chord ends at 

m. 1 1  3 on a C pedal, and a transitional passage begins. The pedal on C extends to the end 

of this theme group at m. 124. 

Example 13. Fourth movement, second theme group 

a) Theme 2.1, mm. 64-68 

end ofouuaion 

"1 recognize four themes in this group to Langevin's one and Doernberg's two. 
The latter incorporates my themes 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 into one theme. 



Example 13b) Theme 2.2, mm. 73-76 

f 
1 ) 1 

s Y 

c) Theme 2.3, mm. 81, 85, 87 

H m  2-1. vlr allo, bas 

Theme 2.4, mm. 89-90 

Bruckner again evades cadential motion as theme 3.1  begins at m. 125 in B-major 

(see example 14a). Theme 3.2 is introduced in m. 130 in the oboes and clarinets (see 

example 14b). Theme 3.2 appears only briefly for six measures between statements of 

theme 3.1 (first statement in mm. 125- 128, second statement in mm. 13 5- 144). In the 

middle of therne 3.1, in m. 139, there is a P.A.C. on E, and subsequent dominant pedal 

(also on E) which resolves deceptively to F-major (Le., V-4 VI) at the codetta (m. 145). 



Bruckner used theme 3.2 as the basis for the codena.13 Various harmonies are 

explored in the codetta (through such bass notes as G b , C b , C i $ ,  E, C $ . A) to a three-bar 

pedal on D (mm. 159- 16 1, followed by a four-bar dominant pedal on  B (mm. 163- 166) 

resolving to E at m. 167. Here begins another pedal on E (a tonic-function pedal now) 

which extends to the end to the exposition at m. 176. 

Example 14. Fourth movement, third theme group 

a) Theme 3.1, mm. 125-128 

b) Theme 3.3, mm. 130-133 

13Neither Doemberg nor Langevin have identified this codetta in their analyses. 
Both include this section in their third theme groups. 1 believe the strong cadence, though 
deceptive, suddenly sparse texture and pia»issimo marking give the impression of a new 
section. 
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Developmen t 

The development treats matenal fiom the introduction as well as the first and thrd 

theme-groups? In addition, there is new thematic material introduced. The development 

commences with a restatement of the introductory theme in the original key of A-minor 

Thus, although the exposition ends in the dominant, the development begins in the tonic 

In m. 1 86 the high woodwinds and violins enter with matenal fiom theme 3.2. Bruckner 

introduces new material at m. 197 which features eighth-note scalar patterns. There are 

two fortissimo inte jections of theme 1.1 material: one at m. 2 15 and one at m. 225. 

These are significant because they give the impression of a false recapitulation. However. 

being only two and four measures long respectiveiy, they do not fool the audience for very 

long. Nthough Bnickner explores vanous harmonies in this development (see ficyre 8) 

there is a bnef retum to the dominant (E-major) in the latter "inte jection." The last 

passage (mm. 229-244) features theme 1.3 material and another harmonic succession 

which ends with an A b-major chord in m. 244. 

Reca pitulatiori 

As the recapitulation begins in the nea measure in the tonic of A-major, it is clear 

there is no authentic cadence here; there is no harmonic transition between the very distant 

A b-major chord in m. 244 and the A-major material in m. 245. As in the exposition, the 

tonic is established by a series of V-1 progressions within the restatement of theme 1 . 1  

14 1 have adopted both Doernberg's and Langevin's analyses of the development 

and recapitulation sections-they are identical. 
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( i i i i i i .  2-17. 239. 25 1 ). This restateinent is greatly expanded, conrinuing for ot er fi fi! 

insasures conipared to its initial statement in the exposition. which comprised only tcii 

iiieasures (~niii. 39-40). 

Tlir seccnd theme-group begins with an I.A.C. in the tonic (A-major--it was 

t'oriuril! in  C niajor) 3t III. 299. and is only panially restated (tlieme 2.1 does not reappcar 

i i i  iiiis stciioii ). Of the tiiird tlime-group. only tlieiiir 3.2 apprars Iiere. and estends fioiii 

ii i i i i .  352-366. I I I  III. 3 7 l a neu section begins in F-minor that furtlier de tdops  niritci-!,il 

froni tiiciiie 3. l . Tlirre is a pedal on F from nini. 37 1-384. aftsr which tlieiiie 1.1 re- 

I I  I I  t i c  o c  1 I I .  3 5  Tlisre is no toiid closure liere: ihis toiiic cliord is iioi part 

01'3 a~i~lietitic clidence. siiicr tlisre is no dominant function chord precediiig i t .  Hou CI-. 

.-1- iii;!ic~i- coiitiiiuss ris the priiicipal kry fi0111 tliis point until finaIl> iliert. is 311 I..A.C' .il 

in. -W. ci\w ri tonic psdal. Bnickiier has avoidecl closure in the tonic ksy i i i  tlic 

rec;ipitd3iion iip to tliis poiiit. and wlieii it does occur it has a vrry draniatic stlkci. 

Cod;~ 

Uiie iiitcrpretatioii. tlieii. is tliat the coda begiiis in m. 407. after tliis draiiiaiic 

cadeiicc. in .A nia-jor. This nieasure also marks the rettirn of tlienis 1.1 froiii the fil-.\/ 

i i i i i i i t .  Silice the iiioveinsnt ends at ni. 4 I 5. the brevity of tliis coda is reiiiarkablr. iii 

siich a relatively lengtliy work. 
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Paul-Gilbert Langevin postulates that the coda starts at 11,. 37 1 . ' This view u oiild 

iiiaks srnse in liglit of the climax immediately preceding it if tliere were a strong cadrtiicc.. 

I-io\vwer. while technically there is a V-1 cadence. the cadence is not in tlie toiiic key 01' 

tlis niovenielit. so there is no real sense of closure. 

I l i  tliis niovement, there iwo places afte: the recapitulation \vliers authentic 

çadeiicrs in A Major occur: m. 299 and m. 407. 1 belie\.r ni. 799 to be too early in tlie 

picw Ior  tlir coda to begin. So far in the recapitulatioii tu-hicli oiily begaii ai m. 245 i 

<ml! iIie Iirst tlieine-group has been restatcd. whereas oiie would nornially rtspsct ssvri~tl 

o i  ilic rlieiiies ti-om the esposiiion to be repcated. At. 111. 299 niatcrial IFoiii tliç sccoiid 

tIirtiiit.-gioup entcrs. which suggests this is still pan of the rrcapitiilation. 

'Langevin. Amon Brucki~o. 165. Doernberg doss iiot nieiitioii a coda ssctioii in 
Iik iiiialysis of this movement so 1 assume lie did tiot believs tliis ~novement lias a coda. 
or pcrliaps lie could not decide eitlier. 



One of the charactenstic features of the three movements analyzed above is 

Bruckner's avoidance of cadences at important sectional divisions. He uses several 

techniques to accomplish this weakening of tonal closure: inaead of authentic cadences, 

theme groups end with deceptive cadences (e.g., first movement, m. 1 O 1) or plagal 

cadences (e.g., second movement, m. 132): an authentic cadence, when presented. occurs 

in the middle of a theme group, rather than at the end (first movement, m. 25); a new key 

area appears "suddeniy," with no transition from the last key area (second movement. m 

93; fourth rnovement, m. 245); V-1 motion is embedded within a phrase, not at a cadence 

point. thus weakening the eEect of the progression (founh movement. theme 1 1 ) .  

1 chose one of the above exarnples (second movement, recapitulation, m. 93) to 

analyze in more detail in the third section of the nex-t chapter. This measure marks the 

beginning of the recapitulation in the second movement, where the absence of an authentic 

cadence in the tonic weakens the effect of the retum of the main theme. Using Kunh's 

theo. 1 suggest a dynamic structure for this passage that explains the absence of such a 

cadence. 

The issue of cadence structure also affected my analysis of the coda of the founh 

movement. In the second section of the next chapter there is a dynarnic analysis of al1 

three possible choices for the location of the beginning of the coda that transcends the 

problem of absent cadences. 
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Another characteristic of the three movements discussed in this chapter are the 

grand pauses (silences) that Bruckner employed. There are many such instances: fim 

movement, mm. 280-281; second movement, m. 92, fourth movement, mm. 63-64 (with 

the exception of hom 2), and mm. 370-37 1 .  Kurth mentions such silences, as well as 

"sudden pianissirnos" (that intempt loud passages) as typical Bmcknenan features, and 

daims they serve a specific dynamic fùnction. In the 1st section of Chapter 3 1 test this 

aspect of Kurth's theory using passages from al1 three movements. 

In my discussion of the beginning of the fourth movernent above, I gave reasons 

for my analysis of mm. 1-28 as an introduction. 1 find it interesting that Doemberg and 

Langevin did not consider this introductory material. but rather part of the exposition. 

Ernst Kunh did recognize this passage as an introduction in his analysis of this piece. I 

begin the next chapter with an analysis of mm. 1-28 accoding to his theory and present 

hrther evidence of this being an introduction. 



CEIAPTER 3 

DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

In the laa chapter 1 dernonstrated that Bruckner employed the sonata fom in 

movements 1, II, and N of the Sixth Symphony. A number of matters were raised as a 

result: my identification of an introduction in the fourth movement contradicting two 

published analyses of the work; the existence of three possible choices for the location of 

the beginning of the coda in the founh movement; Bruckner's avoidance of strong 

cadences at sectional divisions in the work and how they afFected my formal analysis; and 

finally Bruckner's use of pauses throughout the work. Each of these features made formai 

analysis of the piece difficult. and in this chapter 1 will test Kunh's theory against each of 

the above, to show how each of these components contributes to the way the piece 

ultimately unfolds. 

In the first two sections of this chapter 1 discuss the introduction, and then the 

coda, of the fourth movement. The third section presents the recapitulation of the second 

movement whose begiruiing is non-climactic due, in part, to the lack of an authentic 

cadence to f i d y  re-establish the tonic key. In the last section of this chapter 1 test Kurth's 

theory that the false climaxes, grand pauses, and sudden pianissirnos that pewade this 

symphony play a special role in dynamic forma1 process. 



1. Fourth Movement - Introduction 

What structural function does an introduction serve relative to the rest of the 

piece? It must in some way prepare the listener for the beginning of the exposition. This 

might be accomplished by introducing some of the thematic matenal that is to be stated in 

the exposition, as in an ovemire to an opera. It might be that the composer wants to 

create a certain mood with the introductory materid that will make the entrance of the 

exposition that much more remarkable. 1 believe this is what Bruckner has done here. By 

writing an introduction that in many ways contrasts the beginning of the exposition. there 

is a heightened impact when the exposition Stans. Ernst Kurth recognized the fact that 

there is an introduction in the fourth movement in his own analysis of the Sixth Symphonv: 

he referred t r  such introductions as "developments," because according to him, that is 

their fiinction' : 

However gloriously and directly the theme may shine forth in Bruckner's 
music. the most essential property is its efficacious verve and unfolding . 
On the other hand, we very ofien encounter the phenornenon where 
Bruckner does not begin with the theme at ail but rather with a preliminary 
developmeni that builds up to it.. .(italics 

Here Kunh acknowledges that in this introduction Bruckner "builds up" to the main theme 

(theme 1.1). which appears in m. 29 with the beginning of the exposition. By "build up" 

we can assume that Kurth means an intensification of energy, which creates fonvard 

1 The two analyses 1 mention in Chapter 2, Doernberg (1 968) and Langevin ( 1977) 
do not identify an introduction in this movement. 

2 From Bruckner (1 9X), quoted and translated in Rothfarb, Selected Writzngs. 1 5 2 .  
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motion toward a climax at the beginning of the exposition. In Chapter 1 1 explained hou. 

Kurth traced al1 musical events to energies that exist beyond human perception and are 

expelled into the phenornenal world where we perceive them as music. These psychic 

energies then govern how music unfolds; Kurth uses the metaphor of motion to describe 

this "unfolding." Therefore, no part of a musical work exists alone--every musical event 

affects subsequent events and thus the overall design of the piece as a whole. For Kurth. 

musical form is a process, not a state. Using Kurth's theory we can determine how the 

introduction effectively prepares the listener for the exposition, and how it ultimately 

affects the rest of the fourth movement. 

If we consider the introductory 28 measures as leading up to the opening of the 

exposition at m. 29, then it follows that m. 29 must be some son of amval point. Usin% 

Kunh's terminology one could describe this passage as the first half of a developmental 

wave, with its apex at m. 29, and the first 28 measures as its upward arch (see figure 1) .  

Figure 1. Upward arch of developrnental wave, mm. 1-28 

Apex 

Introduction 
m. 1 

Exposition 
m. 29 
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I will show the component waves of the introduction, and how these help shape 

the larger developmental wave. Several elements, both musical and dynamic, contnbute to 

the overall intensification of the introduction through tiering (see Chapter 1, exarnple 14). 

Through Bruckner's use of these effects fonvard motion prevails despite a seemingly 

downward-striving melody (see exarnple 1). Since this melody provides al1 the thematic 

material for the entire introduction, its fonvard motion is essential to the overall 

deveiopment toward the exposition. 

Before this theme enters in m. 3, however, the violas begin the movement with a 

pianissimo tremolo. Kunh descnbes this as "sonic stirrings.. .more an energetic than a 

sonic impulse."' In this part, a void is created, and the violins' melody resounds into this 

void from mm. 3-6 (see Chapter 1 under Important Kurthian Tems and Concepts). A r  

the end of m. 6 when the melody ends, the viola tremolo remains. and in fact remüins 

throughout the entire introduction. The violin pan that enters at m. 3 is described by 

Kunh as "only the onset of a motion faintly drifting downward in gentle spirals. neither a 

theme nor a 'melody' in the traditional sense..."' 



Exarnple 1. Introduction, opening, mm. 1-6 

The bass voice (in the cellos and basses) at this point is also moving downward. in 

a sequential pattern. There is an additional voice. the second clarinet, that enters on beat 4 

of m. 3. It appears as a son of counter-melody, at first working against the overall 

downward motion (it moves fiom f up to cl in m. 4). then falling into similar motion with 

the violins in m. 5 by adopting the sarne rhythm and direction (see example 2). 

Exarnple 2. Clarinet counter-melody against violin melody. mm. 3 -6 
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From the point of view of dynamism Kurth daims this clarinet line "represents 

energetic impulses, chumed up from the intemal motions, but not lasting beyond the 

energy of the first volitional gestures ... The impulses are absorbed in the more turbulent 

motion of the upper voice [vi~lin]."~ What Kurth means in this rather cryptic statement is 

not that the clannet line goes umoticed by the listener, but rather that it creates a sense of 

"surging from within", and contributes to overall "undulatory inten~ification."~ The fact 

that the clannet's part is set apart registrally. rhythmically. and thematically corn the  violin 

line leaves a sense of unfuIfilZment; a sense that is corroborated by the contrasting timbre 

of the clarinet. This sense of unfulfillment in the i ~ e r  part contributes to the efEect of a 

st@ngfrorn within, and "[tlhis surging is always a chief trait of wave formations-. . r i 7  

These first six measures describe the first component wave of the movement (see 

figure 2). 

Figure 2. Component wave, mm. 1-6 

Apex 
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Energy begins to build irnrnediately with the viola tremolo in m. 1. Tension is 

heightened when the theme and descending bass pattern begin in m. 3, because of the 

addition of voices (fiorn one to five) and increased registral span (to 39 semitones). More 

tension is created with the arriva1 of the second clarinet in m. 3, because of the contrasts 

descnbed above, and because of the addition of one extra voice. The apex of this wave 

occurs at the downbeat of m. 5, when the clarinet begins moving in similar motion to the 

violins. Up to this point tension is still being created from the contrary motion of the 

clarinet. so the apex cannot occur any earlier. There is a de-intensification to the end of 

m. 6, caused by the subtraction of the clarinet voice at the end of m. 5, and the general 

downward tendency of both the melody and bass line at this point. In this way the wave is 

completed. As a small. component wave, these first six measures serve only as dynarnic 

motion toward the coming main theme. 

There is a repetition of the first component wave in mm. 7- 10. Leading into this 

second wave, in mm. 5-7, the tiering process cornes into play, as there is an upward surge 

in violin 1 from the last dl in the first component wave up to the initial f of the next wave 

(see example 3 and figure 3). According to Kurth, then, this repetition serves as a 

fonvard-pointing tier, not a static or de-intensi@ng gesture. 

Example 3. End of violins' melody - beginning of its repetition, mm. 5-7 



Figure 3. End of first component wave - beginning of next wave, mm. 5-7 

Apex 

I I I 

t I I 
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I 1 I 

m .  5 m. 6 m .  7 
Upward Surge 
into next wave 

The following two measures (mm. 1 1-1 2; see example 4) constitute the next wave tier. 

which is also repeated (mm. 13-14). Kunh describes the thematic material in this tier as a 

"foreshortened and also internally abating fade-out of the beginning."' There are no 

upward leaps within this Iine as there were in the opening material, so there is no sense of 

intensification. This tier definitely represents a "slackening of tension." However. as this 

is taking place in the violins, the clarinet re-enters with an upward surge. "[Ilt inrercepts 

the fading final tone of the upper line (~iolins)."~ Therefore this component wave (mm. 

1 1- 12). while it does have a "lapsing quality" on a smdl scale, the upward arch of the 

clarinet signifies that it is in a sense a beginning which is rnoving toward the first large- 

scale developmental wave. 



Example 4. mm. 1 1 - 12 

In mm. 15- 17 there is a further slackening of tension as the violins are "reduced" to the 

srna11 two-note fragment (d'-el; see example 5). 

Example 5 .  mm. 14- 17 

These two pitches (el-dl) were the last part ofthe gesture played in m. 14; however. at 

this point there has been a directional reversal. The notes are moving upward instead of 

downward, and so Kurth considers them not mere repetitions, but "initiatory gestzrres NI 

the mi& of the ebbingaway (emphasis ~urth's) ."'~ At this point (mm 15-17) the 
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clarinets have a repeated gesture, hovering around a central note "seeking equilibnum" . ' l  

The basses also have a repeated fragment, a fourth leap, described as a "pendular motion 

swinging to a standstill".'* At the end of m. 17, this pendular motion changes to the 

descending pattern of the beginning, beneath the ever-present viola trernoio. These two 

voices carry the tension over mm. 17- 18, "a rhythm just barely pulsating beneath the 

su~face.'"~ 

Mm. 19-28 represent a final upsurge into the main theme at m. 29. In mm. 1 7- 1 8 

the instrumentation is reduced to viola trernolo accornpanied by the now-familiar 

descending bass-line. This combination is rerniniscent of the beginning of the movement. 

and indeed, the violins enter in m. 19 with the introductory theme (see example 6). This 

repetition of the beginning is not exact (as was mm. 7- 1 0): there has been a transposition 

up a fouah, the clarinet countemelody has been modified, and is now played by both first 

and second clarinets, and finally the second violins, which up to now have been doubling 

the firsts either at the unison or at the octave, deviate fiom the theme in m. 22 and play 

their own ending (circied in example 6 ) .  These differences will prevent us from applying 

the same component wave-shapes that were used for the thernatic staternents at mm. 3 and 

7. This new version of the therne is repeated exactly in mm. 23-26, just as the opening 

theme was repeated in mm. 7-10, although in that case the two waves were comected by 

the process of tienng (see figure 3). 



Example 6.  mm. 19-22 

Example 7 .  Brass inte jection, mm. 23-23 



There is another factor that makes these two statements of the theme different 

from the ones at the beginning of the movement (at mm. 3 and 7), which is a fortissimo 

interjection by the brasses on the downbeat of m. 23 that will affect the shape of the 

component waves of this section (see exarnple 7). 1 will begin at m. 19 where the clarinets 

enter with their countemelody. Unlike the countermelody of mm. 3-5, which moved first 

in contrary, then in similar motion with the violins' theme, here the entire countennelody 

moves in contrary motion (see esample 8). 

Example 8. Clarinet countemelody against violin melody, mm. 19-22 

This means that while the violin line is showing a de-intensification in its descent. the 

clarinets are counteracting with an upward surge. Therefore no energy is lost in mm. 19- 

2 1. but rather it is rnain~ained through equilibriurn between the theme and the 

countermelody. Then, in m. 22 when the clarinets are no longer playing, the equilibriurn 

persists because of the second violins' small upward surge against the final descent of the 

therne in the first violins (see the circled pitches in example 6). Measures 17-22, rather 

than comprising their own cornponent wave, therefore form part of the upward arch of a 

larger developmental wave (see figure 4). Energy begins to build in the "sonic stimngs" 

of the viola tremolo in mm. 17- 18; then there is an upward surge of energy in m. 19 with 
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the addition of the violin and clarinet voices, as well as the expanding register that these 

additions represent. This level of energy is then sustained through equilibrium over mm 

20-22. 

Figure 4. Overall upward arch of mm. 17-22, then breakdown into its components 

Upwar d 
Arch 

The brass interjection at mm. 22-23, a fortissimo V-1 harmonic progression in A- 

major. represents another upward surge of energy in this developmental wave. At this 

point the violins and clarinets have dropped out rnomentarily, and the brass entries add 

another seven voices (counting each note in the chord), albeit bi-iefly. Also the sudden 

entry of the brasses, which have not yet been heard in this movement, adds a new timbre. 

as well as a contrasting dynamic, since everything was piano up to this point. Ali these 

factors contribute to the upsurge of energy that occurs during this brief inte jection. The 

repetition of material fiom mm. 19-22 cornes in m. 23, beat 2. Again, equilibrium is 

reached here, through the contrary motion of the clannets and violins, but now it is the 

higher level of energy created by the brass interjection that is being sustained, and the 



upward arch of this developrnental wave continues (see figure 5).  

Figure 5 .  Continuation of example 13, with mm. 23-26 added 

Measures 27-28 provide the final build-up and plateau of energy before the 

entrance of theme 1 . 1  at m. 29. The bras reappear with their V-1 progression (this time 

joined by the bassoons on  the downbeats), and this altemates with a rising two-note 

motive in the clarinets throughout these two rneasures (see example 9). 

Example 9. Brass chords alternating with clarinet motive, mm. 26-28 
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The addition of the  brass parts (7 parts) and bassoons (2 parts) bring the total number of 

sounding parts up to 16, the highest yet in the movement. Added to this is the louder 

dynamic rnarking, fonissho in the brasses. This explains the increase in tension at m. 27. 

Then over the course of the next two measures, there are undulations in several of the 

voices wtiich create even more forward motion. 

For example, the bass voice (cellos and basses) has an undulating pattern of two 

alternating notes over these two measures: A to B b (see example 10). 

Exarnple 10. Bass voice. mm. 27-28 

The second violins also have an undulating pattern of two notes: E to D (see example 1 1 ) 

Exarnple 1 1 .  Second vioIins, mm. 27-28 



The undulation in the first violins' line is more severe; a pattem of altemating rising and 

falling octave leaps, broken by sixths (see example 12). Finally there is the undulatine 

pattem created by the brasses' and clarinets' altemating two-note motives described in 

example 9. 

Example 12. First violins, mm. 27-28 

If we combine al1 the component and developmental waves identified in the 

introduction (mm. 1-28), we can gain a better understanding of Kunh's notion of an 

introduction being a "prelirninary development that builds up to [the main theine]" (see 

footnote 1). The following example shows how the smaller waves contnbute to the 

overall development of the introduction, creating forward motion toward the beginning of 

the exposition ar m. 29 (see figure 6). 



Figure 6 .  Overall Shape of Introduction, mm. 1-29 



II. Fourtb Movement - Coda 

In Chapter 2 I explained that the location of the beginning of the coda is 

ambiguous in the fourth rnovement, that is, it is difficult to determine exactly where the 

coda begins. 1 proposed three possibilities for this location: mm. 3 7 1 (false climax); 3 85 

(return of therne 1.1); and 407 (return of theme 1.1 from first movement). 1 identified rny 

preference for m. 407 in Chapter 2; it is the only one of the three choices that foliows an 

authentic cadence in the tonic. Admittedly, this rneans the coda is very shon (only nine 

measures). In this chapter 1 have prepared and compared dynamic analyses of each of the 

three possibilities for locating the coda. 

Figurc 7 offers an overview of the large passage that is the focus of my discussion 

The three choices mentioned abovc are present therein. It is necessary to place mm. 37 1. 

385. and 407 in context rnusically in order to detemine dynamic structure. Therefore 1 

discuss the passages that precede and follow each of the three possibilities, beginning with 

m. 359 





Choice 1 - False Climax (m. 37 1) 

Three elements make up this false climax: a penod of intensification including a 

twelve-masure dominant prolongation; a grand pause, in the form of a fermata over a 

bar-line, which intempts the dominant chord before it can resolve; and a new theme that 

begins afier the pause and does not serve to adequately resolve the previous dominant 

material (see example 13). 

Example 13. mm. 367-371 

There is a weak sense of resolution created by the authentic cadence because it is 

not in the tonic key, and the new thernatic matenal also obscures a sense of finality. It is 

difficult to determine the dynamic structure of the false climax using Kurth's concepts. 1 

give two possibilities in figures 8a and b. Given Kurth's notion of an authentic cadence as 

a relaxation of tension, he might have considered the weak resolution in m. 37 1 as a 

sufficient completion of a component wave (see figure 8a). 



Fipure 8. Possible dynamic stmctures for a false climax 

a) b 

No apex 

The firrtdensficaaon Just ends and 
a new wavt appeer.9 

However, there are no other de-intensifjmg gesrures before the new matenal begins at m. 

3 7 1 (e.g.. subtraction of voices, decrease in dynamics) so Kurth's theory seems to fa11 

shon of explaining this passage. This leaves the questionable figure 8b. where the false 

climax constitutes a tmncated wave (indicated by a zig-zag line in the figure). The 

dynamic hnctions of sudden pauses will be explored in the next section of this chapter. 

but in any case the quandary between figures 8a and b only exists on this small constituent 

wave level. According to Kurth's notion of the hierarchy of waves. the drop in 

intensification &er a false climax would not show up at a larger level (see figure 9). To 

explain this idea hnher, let us look at the larger context in which the false climax appears: 

i-e., what comes before and what comes after. 



Figure9 . False climax in a Larger Context 

- - 

Wave for 
mm. 367-371 

Subsequmt waves 

Leading Up to the False Climax 

As rnentioned, the twelve measures preceding m. 3 7 1 consist of an extended 

dominant pedal (on C). The dominant pedal prepares for the key of F-rninor. which is 

introduced in m. 3 7 1. In these twelve measures are several Kunhian contributors to an 

intensification: increased dynarnics, addition of voices. and rhythmic agitation (see figure 

10). The energy that accumulates during this passage accounts for the effect of a climax 

at m. 370. At the begiming of the dominant prolongation, m. 359, there are ten active 

pans (homs and strings), dynamics are marked pian.ississirno, and the melody is based on 

theme 3.2 from the exposition. Figure 10 shows the progression through mm. 360-367 

f?om pianissimo to fortissimo, and from 16 pans to 75 (tutti). Notice also that in m. 367 

the number of attacks per beat increases with the addition of the triplet to the previous 

dotted figure-this is increased agitation. Then, just when conditions seem perfect for 

Kurth's notion of an apex-maximum tension has been reached, the listener is expecting a 

huge release of energy on the downbeat of the next rneasure--there is an interruption in the 
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form of a pause and at m. 371 a new theme with a low energy level begins as if from 

nowhere. 

Figure L O. Dominant Prolongation, mm. 3 59-3 70 

rnm 339 360 363 363 367 
D ~ r m c s  PFP PP P mf ff 
No Parts 10 16 18 25 

Following the False Climax 

M e r  the fermata between mm. 370 and 37 1 there is a fifieen-measure passage 

(mm. 37 1-384) whose component patterns of dynarnics, register span, and number of 

voices (not pans) are evidence of another component wave (see figure 1 la). This is 

followed by the return of theme 1.1 at m. 385. When theme 1 . 1  returns there is an abrupt 

increase in dynamics and number of parts (corn 8 in m. 384 to 15 in m. 385). as though it 

is beginning in the rniddle of a climax. In figure 1 1 b 1 illustrate one possible interpretation 

of the fifteen-measure component (from figure 1 la) as a bridge between two high-intensity 

passages (the false climax on one side and the return of theme 1 1 on the ot her). 



Figure 1 1 a. Component wave, mm. 3 7 1-3 84 

rnm. 37 1 373 375 380 381 384 
D p m i c s  ppp PP PP==-PPP 

No. OfUou=es 3 6 7 7 5 
Resster Span 22 48 56 48 

Figure 1 1 b. Component wave as a "Bridge," mm. 370-385 

rn 

mm. 370 371 375 384 385 

Dynmrcs ff ppp PP PPP ff 

Choice 2 - Return of Theme 1.1 (m. 385) 

The codas from the first and second movements both began with a restatement of 

therne 1.1, so this point seems a reasonable choice for the beginning of this coda. 

However, the other two codas were also marked with a clear V-1 cadence in the tonic (the 

recapitulation ends on the V, the coda begins on 1), but the material at m. 385 exhibits no 

such cadence. Such a cadence would provide a clear boundary between the recapitulation 



and the coda. While the restatement of theme 1.1 is in the tonic (A-major), there is no 

satisfactory V chord preceding it ( s e  example 14) 

Exarnple 14. mm. 384-85 

Preceding the Return of Theme 1.1 

In the musical events that precede m. 385 (see figure 1 la), there is a component 

wave from mm. 37 1-384 that 1 have suggested links the false climax with the retum of 

theme 1 . 1 .  When theme 1. I returns, the fortississimo dynamic markilAg and tutti 

instrumentation have not been "prepared" by a so-called intensification. According to 

Kurth's theory a high level of psychic energy causes such loud, tutti passages. but the 

energy must accrete: it does not, or cannot. come from nothing. Clearly the component 

wave in mm. 37 1-384 does not explain the apparent increase in energy that manifests itself 

in m. 385. This apparent discontinuity lends itself to my hypothesis that the energy 

necessary to produce the retum of theme 1 . 1  cornes from the intensification brjore the 

false climax (see figure 1 1 b). 



Following the Return o f  Theme 1.1 

Although the retum of theme 1. i at m. 3 85 is clirnactic in that it carries a much 

higher level of intensity than that which precedes it, it is not an actual climax point, since 

tension continues to build in this section. In m. 39 1, theme 1.1 is subjected to rising 

sequential treatment, and accidentais are introduced (see example 15). 1 show the rising 

sequence as progressiveiy higher high points in the melody in figure 12. The rising melody 

line is necessarily the main contnbuting factor to any intensification occunng here, since 

dynamics and register span rernain constant throughout. 

Example fi. mm. 39 1-396 

Figure 12. 

mm. 385 39 1 393 395 397 3 99 

Dynamics ff ff PP fff 
f: f HighPoird a '  c* c ' a ' 

Rc@ster Span 48 48 36 60 
(s emitone s) 
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There are two transition measures, 397-98, where there is an abrupt change in 

dynarnics from fortissimo to pianissimo, and where ail voices but strings and flutes exit. 

The strings continue the quasi-descending pattern that has served as accompaniment for 

the therne 1.1 material throughout this section, but the acnial theme 1.1 material exits for 

these two measures along with the horns and bras (see example 16). These elements give 

the Kurthian effect of a de-intensification. However, like the component wave in figure 

1 1 b. this local downward arch is not dynamically connected to surrounding matenal None 

of Kunh's requirements for a de-intensification are met in the approach to this two-bar 

passage, nor can a larger-scale intensification be found that leads ouf of it. 1 use my own 

"bridge" hypothesis to explain the dynarnic fùnction of this passage. 

Example 16. mm. 397-98 

The tutti resumes in m. 399, with an even higher level of intensity that when it was 

cut short at m. 397. Figure 12 suggests a bridge (dotted line) between two periods of high 

intensity similar to the one in figure 1 lb .  However, the tension that resumes in m. 399 has 

still not reached its climax; there is hrther intensification after this point. 



Choice 3 - Return of Theme 1. l -First Movement (m. 407) 

In m. 406 a climax point is reached and on the downbeat of m. 407 there is finally 

a definitive authentic cadence in the tonic! Kurth's theory would suggest that severai of 

the musical elements present in m. 407 are manifestations of the energy that was built-up 

for so long: the five-octave register span (60 semitones), the triple-fone dynarnic marking. 

and the twenty-four-pan instrumentation. 

The nature of these musical elements make this measure, by Kunh's definitioq the 

highest point of tension in this section (see figure 7). 1 suggest then, that this is consistent 

with his notion of an apex point. This apex has more than local importance, however: 

figure 7 shows how it relates to the large-scale intensification that has occurred from m 

359 up to this point. Because of the forcefuiness of this climax, I believe -. 407 is the 

most likely choice for the location of the beginning of the coda. There is definitive tonal 

closure, and the thematic material changes slightly (theme 1 . 1  from the first movement is 

re-introduced). indicating a new beginning. 

If this is the apex, then the remaining nine measures must effect a de- 

intensification. According to Kunh, the authentic cadence is the most indicative gesture 

of a relaxation of tension.' In addition to the authentic cadence at the apex, there is one in 

'Kurth believed the authentic cadence and the haif cadence to be "the prima1 forms 
of all hannonic activity." A motion from I-V (half cadence) creates an increase in tension, 
and therefore foward motion, while a motion from V-1 (authentic cadence) has the 
opposite effect. Kurth included the half cadence in his statement to account for energy in 
both directions in music. from Romantische Harmonik (1 920) in Rothfarb, 7lieorisr arid 
Amlysr,  9. 
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m. 41 5, ending the piece. Because this is not oniy the end of a movement, but aiso the end 

of the symphony, perhaps Bruckner placed two authentic cadences in such close proximity 

in order to release the energy in "installrnents" rather than having a massive release in the 

1st  measure. Between m. 407 and the end there is no intensification; no new material is 

introduced, and the melodic matenal and the dynarnics rernain constant. Kunh might 

agree, then, that these eight measures function as a son of plateau that holds the tension at 

a cenain level (lower now that the first authentic cadence has passed) until the final 

cadence in m. 415 where the last of the tension relaxes and resolution is reached. I 

marked these plateaux on figure 7, showing how they affect the overall dynamic process 

of the end of the fourth rnovement. 



III. Second Movement - Recapitulation 

Earlier 1 mentioned that the de-intensifications of the second rnovement are more 

pervasive than the intensifications. 1 suggested that this might be typical of an Adagio. 

where bombastic effects are rare. In both the first and fourth movements of this 

syrnphony, there is a climax point in the first theme-group of the exposition featuring 

theme 1.1. Then Iater the recapitulation begins with a climactic return of the main theme 

in the tonic key.' However, in the second rnovement. there is no climax involving theme 

1 .  I in the exposition. Because it does constitute a "double return" by restating theme 1 I 

in the tonic key the beginning of the recapitulation is therefore not a climax point either 

The following analysis shows the dynamic function of such a non-climactic recapitulation 

section. 

I James Webster, in the New Grove article "Sonata Form." writes that in the 
Classical period, the ideal function of the recapitulation was to "resolve al1 the 
complexities introduced in the development." One of the reasons the recapitulation was 
climactic was because it ofien constituted a "double return;" a return of both the main 
theme (theme 1.1) and the tonic key. A double retum would be more forcefil than the 
retum of just one of the elements, as in the case of a false recapitulation, for instance. 

There is a false recapitulation in the first movement of the Sixth Syrnphony. In m. 
1 95 the theme 1.1 returns in a grandiose fortissimo passage, but it is not in the tonic (E b 
instead of A). When the tme recapitulation begins later in m. 209, it is more climactic 
because it is in the tonic, and because it is triple-forte. 

Webster goes on to write that in the nineteenth century there seemed to be a 
"general bias against titerai repetition," and this led to a diminished importance of the 
recapitulation. Composers began ornitting one or several of the themes in this section 
(including the main theme). 
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First I believe it is necessaq to re-examine the original statement of theme 1.1 

(from the exposition). In order to help show the difference a climax makes, several 

cornparisons are drawn to the first and fourth movements throughout the following 

discussion. 

Theme 1.1 in the Exposition 

Second Movemen t 

There is no introduction to this movement, and theme 1 . 1  begins immediately in m. 

1: it begins piano in the first and second violins. A surnmary of the dynamic shape of the 

first ten mesures was given in Chapter 1 and I will add to that here (see Chapter 1. 

example 2 ). 

The four-rneasüre theme contains elements that. according to Kurth's theory, 

comprise a component wave (m. 1-4). The apex of this wave occurs at the high note 

(B b )  on beat 4 of m. 3, where the register span is at its widest (39 semitones--see example 

I7).%s component wave is part of a large-scaie intensification toward the climax at m. 13 

(see Chapter 1, example 2). The thematic matetial at the climax is not from theme 1 1. but 

consists of a descending scalar pattern (see example 18). 

Example 17. Second Movement, mm. 1-4 



Exarnple 18. Second Movement, mm. 13- 14 

At the climax, however, the dynamic rnarking has reached fortissimo. the number 

of parts has increased to twenty-one (from six at the beginning) and the register span is the 

widest yet at 48 semitones. Kurth's theory would recognize this point of maximumtension 

as the apex of this developmental wave, corroborated by the fact that a de-intensification 

takes place over the next three bars (mm. 14- 16); the dynamics decrease to piano. the 

number of parts decreases to ten in m. 15 and then down to timpani only at the beginning 

of m. 17. Here ends the developrnental wave of therne 1.1.  and theme 1.2 begins in m 17 

Figure 13 plots this development. 

Figure 18. Therne 1.1,  Developrnental Wave, mm. 1 - 16 

mm 1 3 4 3  13 
N o  Parts 6 7 2 1 

Regstcr Span 24 39 20 24 48 
I I 

Theme 1 . 1  Camponent Wava 



First Movement 

in the first movement, the theme is first stated in mm. 3-6 but that statement is 

only a component of a large-scaie intensification toward a grand, climactic restatement of 

the theme at m. 25. Unlike the second movement, then, the climax of the first theme- 

group does employ theme 1.1 (see Chapter 1, example 6 ) .  

Fourth Movement 

The beginning of the fourth movement unfolds in still another way. There is an 

introduction to the exposition (see this chapter, example I), and theme 1.1 is not 

presented immediately. Instead, the introduction provides the intensification of the first 

developmental wave, where in movements 1 and 2 the intensification was accomplished in 

an initial statement of theme 1. I . The apex of this wave occurs at m. 29, when the 

exposition begins with a climactic first-statement of theme 1.1.  

Theme 1 1 in the Recapitulation of the Second Movement 

In Chapter 2 1 analyzed the passage leading up to the recapitulation. 1 showed 

how the end of the development section constituted the end of a deveiopmental wave, 

which explained why the beginning of the recapitulation is not a climax point but rather 

the beginning of a new wave. 
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The restaternent of theme 1.1 here is not exactly as it appeared in m. 1 . The main 

difference is that the theme itself is stated by the homs in the recapitulation, whereas 

originaliy it was stated by the violins. Also, the oboe counter-melody begins immediately 

in the recapitulation, whereas in the exposition it entered (in m. 5) four measures after the 

initial statement of the theme. Finally, the restatement of theme 1 .1  has what Kurth's 

theory refers to as underlying "agitations" that were not part of the original theme. These 

agitations appear in the string section (see example 19). Example 19 compares the strinz 

sections fiom the first statement of the theme (mm. 1-4) and from the restatement (mm. 

93-96). The 'cellos and basses play the same pitches in both statements, but in mm. 1-4 

they play quarter-notes, and in mm. 93-96 they play three triplet eighth-notes per pitch; 

i e., more attacks per measure, but the pitches change with the same frequency Whereas 

the violas played a simple counter-melody in the initial statement of the theme. in the 

recapitulation the melody has changed slightly and every note has a tremolo marking. 

Again, the number of attacks per beat has increased dramaticaily. The violins' pan has 

undergone the rnost decoration, however, where in mm. 1-4 they had the main theme. now 

the theme has been concealed within sextuplet sixteenth-note omamentation (hidden 

theme is circled in example 19). This is another way Bruckner has increased the number 

of attacks per beat. According to Kurth's theory. the "agitations" added in the 

recapitulation increase tension, suggesting that there is more energy in this section than 

there was in the beginning; othenvise the recapitulation would be a literal restatement of 

theme 1.1. 





These agitations evoke a "driving will," an "undercurrent" of "intemal tension."' 

Tension builds throughout mm. 93-94 whiie the oboe plays its counter-melody in 

contrasting register and timbre to the theme in the horns (see example 20). In Kunhian 

tems, the energy built up over these two rneasures causes an "upward surge" in the theme 

(from c1 up to b bl) in m. 95. This high point in the melody is the apex, and as tension 

decreases during the downward arch of the wave the melody descends also (see figure 

Example 20. Second Movement, mm. 93-96 

Figure 13. Restatement of theme 1.1, component wave, mm. 93-96 

mm. 93 95 96 

'~otMarb, Selected Wrztings, 163. Kurth used these tems to describe the 
agitations at the beginning of the first movement (see Chapter 1, example 11 ), and 1 
believe the same effect is created here. 



The Rest of the Recapitulation -- Developmental Waves 

Expansion of Theme 1.1 

Another component wave begins as  Bruckner expands and develops theme 1 . 1  

more than he did in either the exposition or development sections (see figure 14). 

Figure 14. Component Wave, mm. 97-1 12 

mm 97 101 103 1 0 5  
Dynamrcs p f ff PF 

R e g  Sp- 38 5 1 

@ cmitarres) 

Homs 1 and 2, though mm. 97- 104, now restate (at first in full, then gradually more 

truncated forms) the oboe's counter-rnelody tiom mm. 5-7 (and mm. 93-95). The flutes. 

oboes and clannets restate the first half of theme 1.1 (mm. 1-2 beat 3--see example 19) in 

nsing sequence fiom mm. 97- 100 (see example 2 1). The nsing sequential motion 

continues fiom mm. 10 1 - 104, but the thematic material is reduced to the opening two- 

note motive of theme 1 . 1 .  



Exarnple 2 1. Second Movement, mm. 97- 104 

Meanwhile, dynarnics increase fiom piano in m. 97, to forte in m. 10 1, finally to 

fortissimo in m. 103. In m. 105 is the apex o f  this component wave, as the melodic high 

point coincides with the widest register span of the passage (beat 3) thus far (5 1 

semitones).' The downward arch of this wave takes place over the next seven measures 

(to m. 1 12). The melody in the high woodwinds changes to descending quarter-note. then 

half-note scalar motion (reminiscent of similar material in mm. 13- 14) fiom mm. 106- 1 12. 

There is a diminuendo to piano in m. 108, and then pianissimo in m. 1 1 1 .  Aiso there is a 

subtraction of voices in m. 108, as the trumpets, trombones, and tubas drop out (leaving 

voices) and again in m. 11 1, as the horns exit (leaving 13 voices; see example 22). 

3 There is a wider register span two rneasures later (m. 107-54 semitones). but at 
this point the melody is descending and there is a general diminuendo. 1 don? believe 
Kurth would choose this point for the apex of the wave, because the effect is not as 
ctimactic as it is in m. 105. 



Example 22. Second Movement, mm. 106-1 12 

Second Theme-Croup 

The restatement of the second theme-group in the recapitulation is very similar in 

dynarnic shape to the restaternent of the first theme-group. In the chapter I descnbed a 

four-measure component wave. tracing over sixteen rneasures the restatement of therne 

I l  (see figure 13). which was followed by another component wave goveming an 

expansion of theme 1.1 over sixteen measures (see figure 14). 

In mm. 1 13-1 16 there is a restatement of theme 2.1 (fiorn exposition. mm. 25-28) 

Like the restatement of theme 1.1, this is shaped by a small-scale component wave (see 

figure 15). The theme (in the first violins) begins piano on a2, rnoves up to f 3  at the apex. 

then back down to b b' in m. 1 16. At the melodic high point (m. 1 15) there is also a 

register span of 60 semitones (between violin 1 and bass); the widest of this passage. The 

dynarnics increase to mezzo-fone at m. 1 15, and decrease again to piano by m. 1 16. This 

small-scale wave is clearly identifiable since al1 its constituent musical elements (listed 

above) have been defined by Kunh as contributors to tension in music. 



Figure 15. Restatement of Theme 2.1. Component Wave, mm. 1 1 3 - 1 16 

A second component wave forms the next sixteen measures (mm 1 17-132). From 

mm. 1 17- 124 there is an expansion of theme 2.1 --two measures longer than its 

counterpart in the exposition. Mm. 1 25- 1 28 consist of a restatement of theme 2.2--almost 

a literal repetition of the original in mm. 37-10. The final four measures are a bridge to 

the next section. The intensification of this wave can be identified by the increasing 

dynamics (fiom piano in m. 1 17, meuo-forte in m. 1 19, forte in m. 123. to fortissimo at 

m. 125). and addition of parts (fiom 14 in m. 1 17, 16 in m. 122, to tutti--22 voices--in m. 

125). The apex cornes at m. 127, when the built-up energy from the intensification could 

be said by Kurth to be released at the melodic high-point of the section (the a3 on beat 3) 

which is also the point of widest register span (57 semitones). Over the last five measures 

of this section (mm. 128-132). the descending melodic line in the melody (mm. 128-30). 

the subtraction of voices (fiom 19 in m. 128 to 6 in m. 132), and the rhythrnic 

augmentation (fiom eighth-notes in m. 128 to quarters in m. 13 1 to half-notes in m. l32), 

are al1 evidence of a de-intensification, according to Kurth's theory (see example 23). 



Example 23. Second Movement, mm. 128-1 32 

I Rh- Arrgmcn- i 

Figure 16a shows the two component waves of the restatement of the second 

therne-group, and 16b shows the restatement of the first theme goup. By this large-scale 

cornparison. one can see the two groups of waves are similar in both dynarnic shape and in 

duration in measures. The dotted-Iine waves trace the larger-scale developmental waves 

of each section. Notice that the apexes of the developmental waves coincide with the 

higher apex of the two component waves. 

Figure 1 6. Developmental Waves 

a) Second theme group, restatement 

Apex of Both 

1 T~~~~ 



b) First theme group, restatement 

Apex of Both - Waves 

mm. 113 Ils 116 117 127 I 32 

D r n s  P mp P P ff P 

Codetta Material and The End of the Recapitulation 

This last section (mm. 133- 156) differs from the previous two in that it contains 

three component waves instead of two. Thematic matenal ccnsists of a restatement of the 

codetta and elements froiti the third theme-group. and the last eight measures comprise a 

dominant prolongation that leads into the coda. 

The codetta matenal is eight measures long (mm. 133-140) and is formed by its 

own component wave (see figure 17). 

Figure 17. Codetta material, mm. 133- 146 

mm. 133 135 140 
Dynamics pp mf PPP 
Highmde f l  a L2 f 1  

Rtgister span 28 46 40 
(semitone s) 
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New thematic material begins at m. 14 1 that consists of sixteenth-note scalar 

motion. This rnight be considered new material or developed from theme 3.1. In any 

case, these eight measures are govemed by the second component wave of this section 

(see figure 1 8). 

Figure 18. Component wave, mm. 141-148 

The final component wave of this section forms the last eight measures of the 

recapitulation. It begins in m. 149, where a dominant prolongation (on C) also begins 

(and lasts until the downbeat of the coda, where it resolves to 1). The amplitude (height) 

of this wave is not very high; the intensification and de-intensification are slight (see figure 

19). Notice in example 15 that there is a very narrow range of both dynamics and number 

of voices. Several musical elements actually increase during the downward arch of the 

wave, such as the rnelodic high point and register span. However, the slight diminuendo. 

subtraction of one voice (from 9 to 8 voices), combined with the rhythmic augmentation 

that takes place in the meiody in mm. 155- 156, and the authentic cadence at the very end 



of the s e c t i o ~  are strong indicators of a relaxation of tension. However, Kunh's theory 

would lead us to believe that there mua be some energy left over in order to initiate the 

coda section, still to corne. In fact, Kurth himself might describe the nsing rnelodic line at 

the end of the downward arch as an "initiatory gesture in the midst of ebbing away."' 

Figure 19. Dominant Prolongation, component wave, mm. 1 49- 1 56 

mm. 149 1 53 156 
Dynamics pp PPP 

HsghPoint da a' e V  
Regster Span 38 semitones 43 semitanes 52 semitones 

No. Of V oices 8 9 8 - - - - -27 

Figure 20 shows the three developmental waves of the recapitulation. along with 

their component waves. 

'Rothfarb, Selected Writhgs, 159. Kurth used this phrase to descnbe the violins' 
motion in mm. 15-1 7 of the fourth movement. The violins have a two-note rising motive 
that seerns to create tension although there is a general de-intensification throughout that 
passage. 



Figure 20. Third Developmental Wave, mm. 133- 1 56 

Amx of both waves 

Dyaurirs PP mf PPP PP f PP PP (PP) PPP 

The Whole Recapitulation--Developmental Wave 

The purpose of this aection was to explore the dynamic process of a recapitulation 

whose restatement of the main theme is not climactic. I explained that this is the case in 

the second movement of Bruckner's Sixth Symphony, in contrast to the first and fourth 

movements where the corresponding moment xs climactic. 

I have diagrammed above the three large-scale developmentai waves that shape the 

dynamic process of this recapitulation section (see figure 20). My final illustration, figure 

2 1. shows how these in tum are component waves of an even larger-scale developmental 

wave that unites the entire recapitulation. As with figures 16, a-b, and 20. the apex of the 

developmental wave coincides with the largest apex of the three component waves. 
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This investigation shows the importance of the "double retum" at the beginning of 

the recapitulation in the second movement, despite its not being a climax point. Subtle 

differences Bruckner made in the restatement of theme 1 .1  (in particular the agiiaiions) 

c m  make a big difference, if Kurth's theory is to be believed. The non-climax at the 

beginning c m  be seen to contribute on a large-scaie to the apex of the developrnental 

wave that shapes the entire recapitulation. This is an excellent illustration of how Kunh's 

theory emphasizes the unification of al1 aspects of a musical work. 





I r .  Melodic "Interruptions" in Dynamic Anal>-sis 

Kmli fslt that his wave-metaphor allowed "increased sensitivity ... to tlie dyiiliiiiic 

rolc of eveii -apparent tri fles'."' By utfles Kurtli was referring to srnall-scair waws aiid 

l i e  \.çr> iiiiiest bits of tlie waves."' He felt they should be vaiued because uiriiriarei! iIic 

large-ssak \\rave-unfoldings reilect wliat is contained therein. Kunli claiincd that 

"i iitcrruptioiis ( Untsrbrechung) ...[ \viiicli are] characteristic. unprrdictable brief i n  tiisicmi 

deiiiptiiiess iiici*eas[e] the tension of. ..energ lines."' Tiiese interruptioiis could br 

i i ~ i i i l ~ l ~ i ~  \ I ~ S I ~ C C . S  01- s ~ l d d t ~  pi~lt1o.s t h t  interrupt 1i)ild p â ~ ~ a g ~ 3 .  I I I  111~. C;IX 01' I I I c > > ~  

sii~idrii dtscrcxxs in dynamic level. Ktirth wrote t hat they "projecr md mainrai n the 

'liiglitx teilrion' ot'tlir ciiniases 'that precede tliem'."' 

Siicli '*iiitsrr~ipions" are prescsnt in the Sisth Syi~iphoii!.. Silences acciii- in die 

1ijr111 eitlit.i- of'n \i.ritteii out meastire(s) of rests. or as a fei-matri o\.cr 3 bar-liiie. Siiddcii 

pim70.~ occilr. for esani pie when Bruckner will sometimes abrupt 1 y end a fort issinw 

passage h! iiiseriiiig a soft passage. with no transition between tliriii. 

I S teplirii I'arkaiiy. Brzit*kiw- r r r d  [he I occrhtrltuy u f'Svtnphottic Fortmil PI*oL-~*.YJ. 
( 1'Ii.D. dissrtriatioii. University of California (Berkley), 1989). 1 I S. 
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1 have said that examples of both these techniques pervade the Sixth Symphony I 

chose several of each fiom the ftrst, second, and fourth movements in order to test Kurth' s 

theory. Intereaingiy, it seems that Bruckner sometimes used these abrupt pianissirnos 

ancüor silences in the music to  increase tension, and sometimes to decrease tension. The 

figures 1 use show how such "complications" contribute to the dynamic deveiopment of 

each movement. 

First Movement 

In this movement there is a passage containing both a p s e  (al1 instruments 

resting--mm. 280-8 1) and a sudden piam (m. 275). Placing this passage in musical 

context, it occurs in the midst of the recapitulation (which began at m. 209). The coda 

begins at m. 309. The pause is in the middle of a restatement of theme 2.3. which is ten 

measures Long (mm. 275-284). These ten measures are in turn situated between a 

restatement of theme 2.1 (mm. 269-274) and a restatement of theme 3.1 (mm. 285-294). 

Figure 22 depicts these three passages (which I have named 4 B, and C) as they occur in 

the movement: 

Figure 22. 



In order to understand better the dynarnic funtion of the femata, it is necessary to 

first look at the fùnction of the passage of music that contains it. As can be seen in figure 

22, the two bracketing passages are marked forte and fonissimo, respectively, while the 

middle segment (B) is marked piano. This immediately sets B apart from A and C. Also 

while both A and C are tutti passages, at B the instrumentation is reduced (see figure 23). 

The reduction of voices at B also sets it apart from A and C. It is as though the B passage 

constitutes a "gap" between two similar passages, A and C. Both A and C contain high 

levels of energy, with their loud dynarnic markings and thick instrumental texture (tutti) 

There is no de-intensification at the end of A. rather the thematic matenal just ends 

abniptly in m. 275 when the new material begins. Similarly. at the end of B. there is no 

intensification into the fortissimo tutti section (C); it just begins abmptly Since Kurth 

claims that sudden pianos contribute to intensifications, then somehow the eficrgy at A 

must be transferred over the "gap" to C 

Figure 23 

clar. 
bassn. 1 &2 

hom 3&4 
violin 1&2 

viola 
cello 
bass 

violin 1&2 

bass 

flute 1 flute 1 
clar. 1 

viola 
ce110 
bass 

viola 
cello 
bass 
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Let us now examine the dynamic components of the gap itself. This ten-measure 

passage has two sub-sections: the six measures before the fermata and the four rneasures 

after the fermata (see figure 24). From the figure it is clear there are two component 

waves to this gq. 

Figure 24. Component Waves in the "Gap," mm. 275-284 

Wave 1 

This Nave begins with the low level of energy at m. 275 with only the violins and 

homs 3 & 4. This small amount of tension builds in the next measure. with the rising 

sequential pattern in the second violins and the nsing scalar figure in the firsts. The apex 

of this component wave cornes in the following measure, m. 277, with the addition of 

pans (fkom four parts to six--see figure 23 above), change in timbre (see changes in 

instmmentation in figure 23 above), and increased dynamic marking (forte). The de- 

intensification of this wave takes place over mm. 278-79. The melodic material in the 

clannets, vioIas, and cetlos descends over the course of these two bars, and this downward 

tendency continues in m. 279, along with another change in instrumentation, fiom 6 voices 

to 3 (see figure 23). 



. - 
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Wave II 

At the end of m. 280 there is the grand pause (fermata over bar-line). However, 

tension builds dunng the pause; the sudden silence is unexpected, and the effect is that of 

something lefi unresolved. The tension created within the silence of the pause amplifies 

the amount of energy being transferred from the previous wave, and so when it manifests 

itseif in sound in m. 28 1, the energy level is higher than just before the fermata. Stephen 

Parkany. interpreting Kurth, assens that "'silences' ...p romote a more active and 'heated' 

quality of intensification."' Thus another component wave is created, the upward arch of 

which occurs in silence (see dotted lines in the figure). M e r  the apex (m. 28 1 ). the 

dynarnics decrease from piano to pianissimo (m. 283), and the number of voices decreases 

from 5 to 4 (also m. 283--see figure 23). completing the downward arch for this srnall 

wave. 

Considering what Kurth has said about eiements from the small-scale reflected in 

the large, we can take what 1 have deduced about the grand pause and apply it to the 

entire B section. The entire B section acts as a "pause" between two high-energy 

sections. The energy fiom the A section contains enough rnomentum to reach across the 

gap into the next high-energy section (C). However, this large-scale pause is unexpected 

in its abmptness (as was the small-scale pause at m. 280). Tension thus builds on a large 

scale and increases the amount of energy that is crossing the gap. Therefore, when this 

energy manifests itself in sound (at C in m. 285) its level is higher than when it left section 

A (see figure 24a). This cm be seen by the louder dynamic (ff) and the wider register 

5 Parkany, Symphonie Forma! Process, 120. 



span at the beginning of section C (see figure 24b). 

Figure 10. (a) Dynamic structure of A, B. and C; (b) evidence of dynamic structure 

a) 

b) 

Section A 

Dynarnics.. .................. f 
Register Span .............. 40 semitones 
Instrumentation. .......... tutti 

- -  - -  

ff 
52 sernitones 
tutti 

Second Movement 

In this movement the silences and abrupt pianissirnos contribute more to de- 

intensifications than to intensifications, and thus make the de-intensifications more 

noticeable than the intensifications. Since the tempo is Adog'o, possibly the composer 

used more s~bt ie  methods of intensification and more obvious methods of de- 

intensification in order to create a more solemn effect. 



There is a sirnilarly-spaced sudden piano and tutti pause in the second movement. 

but it occun in the development section, not the recapitulation. In m. 84, beat 4, about 

two-thirds of the way through the development section, there is an abrupt shift from 

fonissimo to piano. With the change in dynamics cornes new thematic matenal; 

previously the violins' melody frorn theme 1.1 was being developed, now it is the two- 

note motive from the beginning of the oboes' counter-melody to theme 1 . 1  that is 

developed (see example 24). The new thematic material comprises the next eight 

measures (fiom mm. 85-92) afier which the recapitulation begins. Dynamically, this eighr- 

bar section describes a complete component wave (see figure 25). 

Example 24. Oboes' counter-melody developed 

rnrn 1-3 

Figure 25. Component Wave, mm. 85-92 
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The fortissimo material preceding this section is part of another component wave. 

also eight bars long (m. 77-84-see figure 26). 

Figure 26. Component Wave, mm. 77-84 

mm. 77 

'A-=-= P 
No of- 12 

b g  *pan 46 

Because the first wave (mm. 77-84) is complete. that is. there is a de- 

intensification after the apex, perhapr lhe sudden piano at the end of m. 84 is not as 

unexpected as the one discussed in the first movement above. The piano cornes at the end 

of a wave (and the start of a new wave) rather than intempting a wave. as was the case in 

the first movement (see figure 27). 

Figure 27. 

mm -77 83 8 4 8 5  89 92 

Wave A --' - Wave B - 
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Xt must be remembered ihat these two waves occur at the end of the development 

section. The shape of these waves creates a sense of closure. Although there is a 

downward arch after the apex of wave 4 Kunh would agree probably that a high amount 

of energy is retained, since several instruments are niIl playing and the dynarnic has not 

changed from fortissimo. The melody has a descending scalar motion, and three voices 

are subtracted in m. 84, so Kunh would recognize a downward arch, but one from which 

not a11 the energy has abated. Closure is therefore avoided after the first wave, making it a 

place unfit to begin the recapitulation. Instead Bruckner has added another eight-bar 

section (and another component wave) to help dissipate the remaining energy from the 

previous wave. 

According to Kurth's theory we can assume that these two component waves are 

thernselves part of a larger-scale devefopmental wave which comprises the entire 

developrnent section. That being the case, the two component waves at the end of the 

development section contribute to the downward arch of its developmental wave (see 

figure 28). 



Figure 28. Dynarnic stnicture of development section, mm. 69-92 

Developmental Wave 

mm. 69 77 85 92 '93 
l 

Development 1 Rec apl tulatmn 

It would appear, then, that the sudden piano in this instance effectuates a de- 

intensification where, in the first movement, it contributed to an intensification. It is 

intriguing that one technique can cause two opposite effects. depending on the context 

There is a grand pause (al1 instmments resting) at the end of the development 

section just discussed. Rather than a fermata (used in the first movement discussed 

above), rests are used. The first oboe is the last instmment heard in the development 

section; it finishes on beat two of m. 92. There are then two beats at the end of the 

measure where al1 instruments rest, and the recapitulation begins on the downbeat of the 

next rneasure (m. 93).  

The last component wave of the development section is diagrammed above (see 

figure 28) with the de-intensification in mm. 90-92 as described. However, as much as 

there is a downward arch, there is no definitive cadence in mm. 9 1 or 92 to resolve the 

"hanging" oboe note in m. 92 (see example 24). This "unresolved" note, combined with 

the two-beat pause, amplifies the remaining energy fiom the developmeat section. This 
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smail-scale intensification connects the retum of theme 1.1 smoothly with what came 

before, and it explains why the recapitulation is not a thundering climax iike those of the 

first and fourth movements. This and other differences between the three movements' 

recapitulation sections will be discussed below. 

Fourth Movement 

This movement is full of grandiose intensifications and climaxes, and many 

examples of such "trifles" mentioned above contribute to this grandiosity. Since 1 

examined Kurth's so-called Brucknerian "intemptions" in a recq~i~ula~iotl (first 

movement) and a development (second movement). 1 chose examples fiom the exposrriu~> 

of the fourth movement to disuss here. H ~ ~ e v e r ,  other passages from the end of the 

founh movement have already been discussed (in section 1 of this chapter): the false 

climax (fermata pause) at mm. 370-7 1. and the sudden pianissimo in m. 397. It is clear 

why Stephen Parkany terrned these sudden prmlos and pauses typically "Brucknerian." 

since in the Sixth Syrnphony alone Bruckner used these techniques in several different 

instances. 

As 1 demonstrated in Chapter 2, the exposition of the fourth movement contains 

three theme-groups plus a codetta. Within the third theme-group and codetta are two 

exarnples of sudden pianissirnos which 1 believe are dynamicaily related; one at m. 129. 

and the other at m. 145 (the beginning of the codetta). 



In the third theme-group are two themes: 3.1 is made up of long notes in a loud. 

tutti texture, and 3.2 consists of short, dotted notes in a quiet, sparser texture (see Chapter 

2, example 14, a-b). The codetta is based on theme 3.2. Immediately one sees the 

thematic contrast between these two themes, but the fact that Bmckner juxtaposes the 

fortissimo (3.1) abruptly with the pianissimo (3 -2) has dynamic significance as well 

Figure 29 represents the layout of the third theme-group and codetta 

Figure 29. Fourth movement, third theme group, mm. 1 25- 1 77 

Third Theme-Group 
3.1 3 -2 3.1 

Codetta 
(3.2) 

Develo p. 

19 parts 6 parts 17 parts 

parts 

As 1 have s h o w  in the first and second movements above, Bruckner often uses a 

pianissimo passage as a large-scale pause or gap between two fortissimo statements. This 

is what he has done once again in this section, with the sudden pianissimo at m. 129. The 

six-measure passage between mm. 129-134, which introduces the dotted figure of theme 

3.2 (later used in the codetta), appears to have been inserted almost arbitrarily into theme 

3.1, because the latter ends at m. 128 and resumes at m. 135 as though there were no 

intemption (see example 25). As before, the gap between statements of theme 3.1 serves 

not only to carry energy from one statement to the next, but also to intensifi that energy 

As a result, the restatement of theme 3.1 at m. 135 has a higher level of energy than the 
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original statement at m. 125. This higher level of energy manifests itself by stretching the 

original four-bar statement (m. 125- 128) to a ten-bar statement (mm. 13 5-44) with the 

last six mesures in a rising sequence, and theme 3.1 in diminution (see exarnple 26). 

Example 25. Fourth movement, mm. 125-138 



Example 26. Fourth rnovement, mm. 13 5-44 

Fisure 16. Overall Dynamic Shape of mm. 125-1 44 

GAP 

The pianissimo-beginning of the codetta at m. 145 is unexpected because it 

appears to intempt the end of the third theme-group. However, udike theme 3.2 above, 

the codetta is 30 measures long and unfolds in a complete component wave of its own. Its 

fünction is different than that of a gap between two high-energy passages. For instance, 

although the preceding material is fortissimo, the matenal following the codetta (Le., the 

beginning of the development section) is meuo-€one and sparsely textured. While the 

entire thirty-bar codetta cannot be likened to a gap the initial sudden pianissimo at the 
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beginning of the codetta can. In this case the gap links the high energy of the end of the 

third theme-group with high energv at the the apex of the codetta's component wave (see 

figure 3 1). In this way the end of the third theme-group can be seen as part of a larger 

developrnental wave whose apex and downward arch coincide with those of the codetta's 

component wave. 

Figure 17. Dynarnic stmcture, mm. 13 5- 175 

D ev eloprn en ta1 W av e 

The codetta begins with a full masure of cello and bass playing steady quaner- 

notes, pianissimo. The tension increases in mm. 14647 as clannet 1. homs, violins and 

viola are added, re-imroducing the dotted melody from theme 3.2. In mm. 1 50-5 1 the 

dynamic marking increases to piano, at the same time that flutes, oboes and trombones are 

added (bnnging the total number of parts to 1 7). There is a crescendo through mm. 1 5 2- 

154 to the fortissimo at the end of m. 154. This is the apex of the component wave. 

There is a diminuendo to piano in mm. 155-1 58, and in m. 159 the instrumentation is 

reduced from 17 parts to six; violins 1 and 2, viola divisi, cello and bass. The authentic 
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cadence in the dominant in mm. 166-167 signals the final relaxation of tension in this wave 

(there is then a pedal on E through to the beginning of the development at m. 177). 

There is a two-masure transition before the beginning of the development but that 

is pan of neither the component wave nor the developmental wave described above. It 

belongs to the beginning of the next wave. 

Summary 

Section 1 

At the beginning of this chapter 1 demonstrated some dynamic implications of 

having an introduction to the exposition in a symphonie movement. In the case of this 

particular introduction. to use Kunh's terms. the introduction sewes as a large-scale 

intensification toward the entrance of theme 1. I ,  which is an amval point. According to 

Kunh's theory, the dynamics, nurnber of parts, register span, and agitation at m. 29. al1 of 

which Kunh would recognize as evidence of an apex point, there is a substantial build up 

of tension during the introduction. 

Section II 

In the second section of this chapter 1 attempted to discover, through dynamic 

analysis, which of three possible choices was the most likely beginning of the coda section 

of the fourth movement: m. 37 1, m. 385, and m. 407. 1 gave the source of the three 

choices in Chapter 2, the conventional sonata form analysis. 
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Because the piece ends ai m. 115. the dynamic analysis of my tliree possihilitiss 

iiivolvrd looking at tlie sntire section of music between ni. 359 and the end. since L 

wantcd to provide a musical contest for each. Rather than esamining ail tliree. ciioosiiig 

one as tlir beginning of the coda. and discarding the othen altogether. as 1 Iiad thouglir 

\\oiild Iiappeii. iiistead 1 discovered the important roles al1 tlirrr possibilitiés plal i i i  ilie 

d ~ n a m i c  tbriual process tliat sliapcs the end of the fourth mo\.smeiit. 

1 b e l i s \ ~  iiiy aiialysis of mm. 37 1-1 15 highliglits the liierarcliical iiaturc 01- 

d! iiaiiiic \\ a\.ss that Kurth idciiiified. A coniponent waw. like the one that Ibriiis i i i i i i .  

-?T 1 --;S4. l ~ i s  large-scak repc.iciissions uheii it assists in a Inrgc-scale iiiteiisiticaii~~ii. . I . I IC  

local iipex ni i i i .  407 coiiicides \vit11 tlie apes of a large-scale. dcwlopiiieiital \$.a\ i. hi- ~ l i c  

The hct  iliat :!le niain tlieme (thenie 1.1 ) fi-oni the frrst nia\-enieiit in restrircd ;il 

ibis puim ( n i .  407) is also e\.ideiice o f a  hirrarchical dynamic process in tliis pisci.. I r  

JI ii;iiiiicall>. links the wholr sympliony roçether. I t  sugeests tliat ilie rnrigy tliat siîaprd 

r lit. bsgi iiiiiiig of the first niovenieiit (specifically its main tlieiiie) contii b u t d  on a 

scalr io [lis iipward arcii of the symphonie wave tliat governs the syrnphoii! 3s a u.lii>lr.. 

I i x  Kiii-th. tIic.rrtoi-r. iiiiisic was iiot cornposed of little bits of eiirrgy rsistiiiy. ilieii Jyiiic. 

~i~riiiiiiy siiçcessioiis of'coiiipoiieiir waves. Rather. music is coiiceivttd o t-as ;i \\ liole. i\ i il! 

ilic eiidiiig d!.iianiically linked to the beginning. 



Section 111 

In the tiiird section of this chapter 1 investigated liow the non-ciiiiias ai ihe 

begiiiiiing of tlie recapitulation in the second movement functions relative to tlir rrsi of' 

tlie rscapi tulation. 1 presented several differences between the origi na1 stateniciit o i' 

clieiiic I . 1 in the second niovement and its restatenient ai the beginniiig of the 

p i  t i i i t i .  For instance. originally it was played by the violins bu1 in the restateiiieiii 

the Iiorns play the theme. 1 also demonstrated what Kurtli would cal1 "agitations" i i i  ilic 

i-estatenient that did not exist in the original theme. The oboe counter-melod! tliüt 

o i . i ~ i i i ; t l  l! eiitered four bars after the tlienis ( in ni. 5 )  is nou pla>ed ai the sanic tiiiic sz dic 

ilisiiie. . \ I I  tlisse factors would have suggested to Kunh. that therrt \\.as iiiorr eiierg! 

sIi:ipiiiy iliis sriciioii tlian shaped the origiiial tlieme. Thesefore thcre is a 1iigiir.l- Ir\ cl 

iiitc.iisilicarioii ai tlir beginning of the recapitulatioii thaii thcire kvas ai the brgiiiiiiiig of ilic 

IIICI\ t'Ille11 t. 

I sliowed i n  tigure 2 1 how the four-bar restatement of tlieiiie 1 . 1  is sliaped h! ii 

'iilii~ll-sçalr conipoiient wave that contributes to the upward arches of riru dsvt.lopiiit'iii;iI 

\w es. The tirst forms approximately the fint third of the recapitulation. and covcrs the 

rcsiiiiciiiriit of tlie first therne-group. The second is the large-scale developniriital \ \ a \  r. 

11131 sliaprs [lis entire recapitulation. Figure 2 1 also denionstrates the Iiirrarcliical iiaiiiir 

of' Kiirtli's iiotioii of waves. Tlie recapitulation contains three iniddle-le\d 

de\-elopinciital waves. each of which has an apex point that coincides with a local-lr\d 

apex poiiit. Of the tliree "mediu~ii" apexes. the second coiitaiiied tlie inost tension. so tIii s 

iiiiisi scwr as the apes of the largesi-scale u-ave. 
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B!, connecting apes points of component waves. one c m  trace tlic s1i;ipc o t' l a r g r  

e s  Thiis. the low points or valleys between component apeses "disapperii*" ai 1iiglit.i- 

Ie\.rIs ol'anaiysis. Tliey serve as bridges between points of higlier tension. siiiiilai- iv the 

\\a!- iiie sudden pi~1nissir7ro.s in Bruckner's music were seen in to transiii i t snerpy ricross il 

"gnp'* i i i  tlic tensioii. 

Lsiiig Ki~nh 's  dynamic theory provides an explaiiatioii of' u h )  Bruçkiier niade ilic 

S I  iyh i  clinii~ss thai lis did in coniposing the restatenient of the main iliciiir. 3 i  ilic 

bc.giiiniiig ot'tliç: recapitulaiioii. It also suggests tlir implications of a recapitulaiioii t l i~ i i  

C ~ O L ' ~  1101 hegin diiii;icticall!.. In tliis case. the cliriiris occrirs latci- in the section. riiid ilic 

1-c.siaiciiir.ni ot' tliéiiie 1 . 1  at the beginning provides the initial iiitciisificatioii to\~ni-ds tlii '  

L!O.lI. 

Section 11' 

Kiii-th rhcorized tliat silences and sudden piunissimus coiitributt: to iiiteiisilicaiioiiz 

iii ii~iisic i sec iootnote 3 ). 1 found this statenient to contradict l i s  notion 01' d i a t  

siiiisiiriiies üii i iiitiiisi ticaiion: Kurtli identifies a decrease in energ- by Iessriied d! iiaiii ics. 

siihisaçtioii of parts. aiid sparsrr texture; al1 of whicli a "silence" eshibits. 1 trstrd Iiis 

ilicai-! iii [lie fourtli and final section of this cliapter by esarniniiig niinmous esaiiiples 

timi iiiowiients 1. I I .  and IV, and discovered tliat these features do ofteii mark increriscs 

i i i  rensioii. biit i n  some circiinistances they can also mark decreases in tension. 
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In the first movement. a pause falls betweeii mm. 280-281 (ses tigure 27). Tlir.rc 

are oiily two voices playing before the pause (violins 1 and 2), in m. 180. The d!.iiaiiiic 

niarting is pianissimo. and the widest register span in that measure is seveii seniitories im 

die dowibc.at. Without anytliiiig to compare to Kunh's theory suggesis this indicatss ;i 

relati\.ely low aniount of tension. In the nieasure following [lie ferniata. thcre art. t i x  

~uices  (flute 1 .  clarinet 1. viola. cello, and bass). the dynamic markiiig is pirino. aiid iliç 

ii i&st register spaii is thin!*-sis seniirones. on beat 5 brtween basses and tlutc.. 

C'oiiipared to ni. 280. this nieasure appsars to exliibit a Iiighsi- degrce of tension. 

Tlic suddrn pimivsiriios i i i  tliis ivork. drpriiding on the circiimstaliçr.. cati tleiii~c 

iiiiciisilicniioiis or- de-intc.,siticntioiis. 1 showd  esamples of the Iornier in  iii! 

Jiscussioiis of the first and tounh rnovements. and of the latter in iiiy disc:issioii of tlic 

second niovemerit. Wliile supcrficially al1 three exaniples niiglit appear to serve the saiiic 

iiiiiciioii--a siidden quiet section seeniiiig to "inrerrupt" a loud section--a dyiianlic 

; ~ ~ i n l !  sis reveals their iiidividiial roles within a larger coiitest. Aii riirirr piuiio scciioii 

iiitcsi-iiptiiig a torte section caii have local iniportaiice in tlie forni o fa  coniponciir 

ti! iiniiiic \i-;i\.e. but on a larger scale the coniponent wave disappears and the srciioii is 

serti as a bridge between two high-eiiegy sections (see figure IOa). Alternati\*el!.. a 

ptmo section iiiterrupting a forte section can signal a drastic decrease in tensioii aiid dot.* 

~iot 'disapprar" i i i  the coiitest of tlie larger wavs. but ratlier cottit-ihz<,e.v to its do\vii\i aid 

;ii.cli (sec tigure 27). 



C W T E R  4 

CONCLUSIONS 

In Chapter 1 1 expressed my interest in discovenng what Ernst Kunh's theory of 

dynamic formai process could reveai about a piece of music that conventional forma1 

analysis could not. As is evident in his 1925 work Bruckner, Kurth round a vehicle in 

Anton Bruckner's music through which to express his theory. 1 therefore chose to 

examine a symphony by that composer in order to test Kurth's theory. 1 chose the Sinh 

Symphony in A major because it lies approximately in the middle of Bruckner's symphonic 

output and his compositional style had had time to mature. Upon discovering that three of 

its four movements were written in sonata form (1, II, IV). 1 decided to focus only on 

those three movements and not the Scherzo, because they offered the opponunity to 

compare three ways of treating an important fomd paradigrn. 1 could identi@ each 

movement 's  individual idiosyncrasies, and show how Kunh's theory sheds light on the 

fùnctional relations they evince within an overall dynamic structure. 

Chapter 2 is a sonata design analysis of movements 1, II, and IV of Syrnphony No. 

6 ,  which 1 provided in order to familiarize the reader with the thematic, tonal, and cadence 

structure of the work before delving into the lesser-known realm of dynamic analysis. For 

the latter 1 chose four features of the work to study more closely: the introduction to the 

fourth movement, the coda of the fourth movement, the recapitulation of the second 

movernent, and finally, several silences and sudden pianos that occur in al1 three 

movements. This investigation comprises Chapter 3. 



In the first section of chapter 3 1 used Kurth's theory to demonstrate the important 

funaion of the introduction to the foutth rnovement, which serves to prepare the entrance 

of the first theme group. 

In the second section of this chapter 1 used Kunh's theory to compare three 

possible locations for the beginning of the coda of the fourth movement: mm. 371. 385. 

407. While 1 did conclude that m. 407 was the best choice, I also discovered the 
œ 

importance of ail three moments in the dynarnic formai process that shapes the end of the 

fourth movement. 

Thirdly. I examined the recapituiation of the second movement. specifically. the 

non-clirnactic beginning and its effect on the rest of the section 

Lastly, 1 tested Kurth's statement that Bruckner's grand pauses and sudden p~ams 

mark increases in tension, which seems to contradict the rest of his theory. Kunh requires 

accretions of musical elements in an intensification; a silence or sudden piano suggests a 

decreare of some kind. Interestingly. the two Brucknenan features do seem to effect 

intensifications in many circumstances. However. as 1 also discovered. there are times 

when a suddenpiano does create a de-intensification which Kurth does not address. 



Musical Unity in Kurth's Theory 

In Chapter 1 I discussed philosophical, psychological, and phenomenological 

aspects of Kurth's theory. Most important is the fact that it is an experience-centred 

theory; Kunh analyzed music as heard. Hjs theory relies on the listener empathizing with 

the music, sensing the psychic forces at work beneath its surface. Kurth therefore assumes 

that there is an active interaction between music and the listener. 

Conventional forrnal theory, on the other hand, is an object-centred theory 

whereby music is treated as a whole object that c m  be dissected into constituent pans to 

find patterns amidst compiexity. This theory assumes a passive interaction between music 

and listener. Static musical foms (like sonata form, for instance) are then imposed by the 

listener ont0 the music following the experience. 

For Kurth, musical fom is not a fixed state, but a dynamic process. His concept of 

music-as-motion is very different from the conventionai music-as-object and Kunh in his 

theory. attempts to explain both the origin of the dynamic structure of music and the 

listener's interaction with that structure. In other words, Kurth seeks explanations in the 

non-observable (psychic energy) for that which is observable (the musical experience; i.e.. 

musical events as he heard them). 

Kurth's theory explains the function of music-structural parts to each other and to 

the whole in a hierarchicai system of dynamic waves. Kurth attached equal importance to 

both small and large musical events, from the tiniest motive, for example, to the main 

theme, to the entire recapitulation section. He believed every small-scale dynamic event 
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contributes to a larger-scale one, and elements of the smaiiest-scale dynamic waves are 

reflected in Iarger waves.' A three-note ascending developmental motive may seem almost 

insignificant in the context of a 400-measure piece but, for Kurth that motive signifies an 

increase (however slight) in the psychic energy that he clairns forms dl music.' An increase 

in energy causes tension, or intensification that leads toward the next musical event. 

Ultimately, a small motivic event contributes to the dynamic shape of the entire rnovement 

by adding its small share of tension. 

Kurth's Theory in Other Applications 

Kurthos theory evolved in scope over time from a narrow focus to one of far wider 

impiications. He began with a study of Baroque co~Literp~int in Grundlagen ( 19 17). and 

modified his ideas in order to discuss hamonic writing in the nineteenth century 

(Rornantiîche Hamonik, 1920). Bnrckner ( 1925) represents the specific application of a 

comprehensive theory to one composer's symphonie music, with fùrther refinernents and 

modifications of the theory presented therein. 

In analyzing the nine numbered symphonies of Bruckner, Kurth probabiy 

formulated many of his ideas on the workmgs of music according to idiosyncratically 

Brucknerian features (such as the pauses and sudden piatm 1 discussed in Chapter 3). 

Aithough he drew on his own experience of music in generating his theory, I believe his 

-- 

'Sec Chapter 1, figure 1; Chapter 3, figures 1, 27. 

'See Chapter 1, exampie 1. 
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intention was to generalize musical experience through the psychological content of his 

writings. In my opinion, therefore, Kunh's theory need not be restncted to analyses of 

Brucknei's symphonie music. Because of its background in harmony and counterpoint. 

conceivably the theory is applicable to the study of Western art music from any penod. 

Kurth's theory could aiso be useful to perfomers and conductors struggling to 

capture the essence of a work. Knowing the dynarnic structure of the piece could heip 

reveal new insights in interpretation. 

The theory may also be applicable to music of non-Western folk or popular 

cultures, but several extentions of the theory would be required to include. for instance. 

non-tonal harmonies or elearonic music. It might be difficult to retain the authenticity of 

Kunh's theory in trying to address these issues. However. as Kunh's ideas grew out of a 

movement in Gemany toward better music education for the common people, perhaps it 

would not be Iosing sight of the original purpose of the theory to make these extentions. 

Kurth's ideas were strongly influenced by his expenences teaching at Wickersdorf 

and the University of Bem. Perhaps another application of his theory lies in the field of 

music education. The notion of experience-based leaming is still valid today; such a 

system of music education makes art music more accessible to those with little musical 

training than does studying a score, and can instill an appreciation for that music. 



A Future for Kurth's Theory: Further Research 

In the latter half of this century a movement away fkom philosophical and 

psychological musings toward a more scientific, verifiable approach to music theory has 

left Kurth's theory behind. Tackling Kunh's descriptive, metaphorical prose is a daunting 

task. although excellent translations and interpretations of selected passages have surfaced 

in recent years.' Kunh's own expositions of his theory tend to be generai and incornplete. 

He ody hints at definitions and criteria necessary for practical application of his theory. In 

order to undenake a satisfactory. systematic analysis of Bruckner's syrnphony. then. 1 had 

to formulate manv of these definitions and criteria rnyself. using his texts (in translation) as 

a point of depanure 

Kurth's theory raises important questions in the realm of perception and cognition. 

both about musical phenomena and about non-observables. I believe several aspects of 

Kunh'  s theory could be scientificaily tested through a series of psychological perceptual- 

cognitive studies: Kurih's criteria for intensification, for instance (increased dynamics. 

addition of voices, and so on). Would the average listener cite the same musical elements 

as having affected their musical experience? Does the listener really expenence the 

'Most notable is Lee Rothfarb's Ernst Kurth: Selected Wrizings (199 1 )  which 
contains passages from Grundlagen (19 17), Romantische Harmonik ( 1  920). and Bnrcher 
( 1 925). as well as annotations and an extensive introduction (see bibliograp hy). Rothfarb' s 
Master's thesis, Ernst Kurth 's The Requirements for a Theory of Harmony: A)r annotaled 
Translation wilh an bsnuduczory Essay, (University of Hartford, 1 979). provides a 
complete translation of Die Vorcnrssetzungen (1 9 13). Roben Bailey also translated a 
significant passage from Romaniische N m o n i k  in Richard Wagner: Prelude arzd 
Tru~tsrfiguratian from " Tristan And lsolde " ( 1 98 5 --see bibliograp hy) . . 
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intensification of musical energy across a gap of silence? Do musicians hear music 

differently from non-musicians, or do they just have dEerent methods of describing what 

they hem? 

Studying Kurth's dynarnic theory raises the age-old question: What is music? Is it 

an object or an experience? 1s it in the composer's mind? 1s it the written score on a 

page? 1s it sound vibrations in the air? For Kurth, it was invisible, uncontrollable energy 

which manifested itself as music to human perception. 

Much of Kurth's theory is based on non-observables, and cannot be verified 

scientifically. To admit that psychic energy govems our experience of music requires a 

leap of faith on the part of modern-day theorists. Could t h e  essence of Kurth's theor). be 

extracted fiom its esoteric connotations and still retain its validity? The work of Rothfarb 

and others has re-introduced Kunh's writings to contmporary music scholars. and has 

gone a long way toward a comprehensive, critical examination of his theory To suppon 

the present study a more extensive test of Kurth's theory needs to be done. Such a study 

should include analyses of more of Bruckner's music, as well as the music of other 

repertoires, and would require an extensive reformulation of his theory to supply rnissing 

terms, prernises, cnteria, and definitions for exceptions to the nom that Kunh does not 

address. 

Recent scholarship suggests that Kurth and his theories are receiving more serious 

attention today than ever before. The field of music theory has grown over the past 

centucy, to the point where theorists now look back at their own history to discover the 

evolution of their ideas. Having established itself as a bonafide discipline, there is more 
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room in the field of music theory now for cross-disciplinary studies such as music and 

psychology, and for the presentation of lesser-known theones of the past. 

Whether one believes in the existence of "psychic energy" creating music, Kurth's 

theory is compelling nonetheless. As much as it makes music more accessible to the 

amateur through description and metaphor, it osers an alternative. if not a cornpanion. to 

the analytical scholar. 
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